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By DANIJELA DAMJANOVIĆ and ANATOLE KATOK

Abstract

We show C1 local rigidity for !k .k ! 2/ higher rank partially hyperbolic
actions by toral automorphisms, using a generalization of the KAM (Kolmogorov-
Arnold-Moser) iterative scheme. We also prove the existence of irreducible gen-
uinely partially hyperbolic higher rank actions on any torus "N for any even N ! 6.

1. Introduction

1.1. Algebraic actions of higher rank abelian groups. Differentiable (C r; r!1)
rigidity of the orbit structure and its variations sets the higher rank abelian group
actions apart from the classical cases of diffeomorphisms and flows (actions of !

and #) where only C 0 orbit structure may be stable under small perturbations.
In this paper we begin the study of differentiable rigidity for algebraic (homo-

geneous of affine) partially hyperbolic actions of !k "#l ; kCl ! 2. For definitions
and general background on partially hyperbolic dynamical systems, see [32]. For
a survey of local rigidity of actions of other groups, see [13]. In the latter area the
key work dealing with the partially hyperbolic case is [14].

The most general condition in the setting of !k "#l ; kC l ! 2 actions, which
leads to various rigidity phenomena (cocycle rigidity, local differentiable rigidity,
measure rigidity, etc.), is the following:

.R/ The group !k " #l contains a subgroup L isomorphic to !2 such that for the
suspension of the restriction of the action to L every element other than iden-
tity acts ergodically with respect to the standard invariant measure obtained
from Haar measure.

This condition should be viewed as a paradigm. We chose not to formulate
specific conjectures due to various subtleties of algebraic nature which up to now
have prevented even the results in the otherwise well-understood hyperbolic case
from being clean and definitive; see [25]. Instead let us point out to two specific
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representative classes of algebraic actions where the above condition is satisfied
and various (although not always the strongest expected) rigidity properties have
been established in many cases.

(1) Actions of !k; k! 2 by automorphisms or affine maps of tori or, more gen-
erally, (infra)nilmanifolds without nontrivial rank one factors for any finite cover,
and suspensions of such actions.

(2) Left actions of a higher rank abelian group A # G on the double coset
space C nG=! where G is a connected Lie group, ! # G a cocompact lattice,
and C a compact subgroup of the centralizer of A which intersects with A trivially.
Furthermore, the Lie algebras of A, C and contracting subgroups of all elements
of A generate the full Lie algebra g of G.

1.2. Rigidity of actions and related notions. Let A be a finitely generated dis-
crete group with generators g1; : : : ; gk . Let Actr.A;M/ be the space of A actions
by diffeomorphisms of class C r of a compact manifold M . Every ˛ 2 Actr.A;M/

is defined by a homomorphism "˛WA! Diffr M . In particular, diffeomorphisms
"˛.g1/; : : : ; "˛.gk/ completely determine the action ˛. Thus the usual C r topol-
ogy of Diffr.M/k induces via projection a topology in the space Actr.A;M/ which
we refer to as a C r topology in the space of A actions onM . Similarly, for an action
of a connected Lie group A on M , the C r topology in Actr.A;M/ is induced by
the C r topology on vector fields which generate the action of the Lie algebra of A.

For actions of discrete groups the notions of rigidity which we consider are
summarized as follows.

An action ˛ of a finitely generated discrete group A on a manifold M is C k;r;l

locally rigid if any sufficiently C r small C k perturbation z̨ is C l conjugate to ˛;
i.e., there exists a C l close to identity diffeomorphism ! of M which conjugates
z̨ to ˛:

(1.1) ! ı˛.g/D z̨.g/ ı !

for all g 2 A. C1;1;1 local rigidity is often referred to as C1 local rigidity. The
case of C 1;1;0 is known as C 1 structural stability.

For actions of continuous Lie groups such as #k , the above definition of local
rigidity is too strict since one has to allow for small time changes induced by
automorphisms of the acting group. An action ˛ of a continuous Lie group A on a
manifold M is C k;r;l locally rigid if any sufficiently C r small C k perturbation z̨
is C l conjugate to a small time change of ˛, i.e., there exists a C l close to identity
diffeomorphism ! and " 2 Aut.G/ close to id such that instead of (1.1) one has

(1.2) ! ı˛.".g//D z̨.g/ ı !:

A weaker notion in the case of actions of continuous groups is foliation rigid-
ity: one requires the diffeomorphism ! to map an invariant foliation " (e.g., the
orbit foliation # of the action ˛) to the perturbed foliation "0 (e.g., the orbit foliation
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z# of the perturbed action z̨). The foliation rigidity in the case of the orbit foliation
is usually called orbit rigidity. C 1;1;0 orbit rigidity is called structural stability.

For a broad class of hyperbolic algebraic actions of !k and #k , k ! 2, C1

local rigidity has been established in [25]; see Section 2.1 for a discussion. In this
paper we prove for the first time local rigidity for a class of partially hyperbolic
actions of !k , namely for type (1) actions on tori.

The orbits of partially hyperbolic algebraic actions are parts of homogeneous
isometric foliations. For such actions, e.g., those of type (2) differentiable rigidity
should be understood in a modified sense allowing not only a linear time change
in A but also an algebraic perturbation of A inside the isometric foliation; see [8],
[5] for a detailed discussion.

1.3. Statement of results.

1.3.1. Rigidity. Let GL.N;!/ be the group of integer N "N matrices with
determinant ˙1. Any matrix A 2 GL.N;!/ defines an automorphism of the torus
"N D #N =!N which we also denote by A.

An action ˛W !k " "N ! "N by automorphisms is given by an embedding
"˛W !k ! GL.N;!/ so that

˛.g; x/D "˛.g/x

for any g 2 !k and any x 2 "N . We will write simply ˛.g/ for "˛.g/.
An action ˛0W !k " "N 0 ! "N 0 is an algebraic factor of ˛ if there exists an

epimorphism hW "N ! "N 0 such that h ı˛ D ˛0 ı h.
An action ˛ by automorphisms of "N is called irreducible if any nontrivial

algebraic factor of ˛ has finite fibers.
An action ˛0 is a rank one factor if it is an algebraic factor and if "˛0.!k/

contains a cyclic subgroup of finite index.
An ergodic action ˛ by toral automorphisms has no nontrivial rank one factors

if and only if "˛.!
k/ contains a subgroup isomorphic to !2 such that all nontrivial

elements in this subgroup are ergodic toral automorphisms (see for example [34]).
We call ergodic !k actions by toral automorphisms higher rank if they have no
nontrivial rank one factors.

THEOREM 1. Let ˛W !k " "N ! "N be an ergodic higher rank action of !k

(k ! 2) by automorphisms of the N -dimensional torus. Then there exists a constant
l D l.˛;N / 2 $ such that ˛ is C1;l;1 locally rigid.

The constant l in the above theorem depends on the dimension of the torus
and the given linear action, and is precisely defined in the proof of Theorem 1
(Section 5).

We note that the result above extends to affine actions whose linear parts
are actions described in Theorem 1. While any affine map of the torus without
eigenvalue one in its linear part has a fixed point and hence is conjugate to its
linear part, the case of commuting affine maps is more general (for examples of
affine actions without fixed points see [17]). However the case of commuting affine
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maps reduces to the case of commuting linear maps by passing to a subgroup of
finite rank which has a fixed point and observing that the centralizer of an ergodic
partially hyperbolic action by toral automorphisms is discrete.

We also obtain rigidity for suspensions of actions considered in Theorem 1.
(For the detailed description of the suspension construction see for example [23,
#2.2] or [3, #5.4]).

THEOREM 2. Suspension of a !k action by toral automorphisms with no rank
one factors is C1;l;1 locally rigid (up to an automorphism of the acting group #k)
where l is the same as in Theorem 1.

Theorem 2 is deduced from Theorem 1 in Section 6. It involves a general
statement (Lemma 6.1), which we present for the sake of completeness, but also
relies on cocycle rigidity results which are specific.

1.3.2. Existence. Let us call an action of !k by automorphisms of a torus
genuinely partially hyperbolic if it is ergodic with respect to Lebesgue measure
but no element of the action is hyperbolic (Anosov). It is easy to see that this is
equivalent to simultaneous existence of
(1) an element of the action none of whose eigenvalues is a root of unity and
(2) an invariant linear foliation on which there is no exponential expansion/con-

traction for any element of the action.
As before, such an action is higher rank if and only if it contains a !2 action all of
whose elements are ergodic.

The method of Theorem 1 is essential in proving rigidity of higher rank gen-
uinely partially hyperbolic actions since for hyperbolic actions earlier methods are
available [25]. The following result discusses the existence of genuinely partially
hyperbolic higher rank actions.

THEOREM 3. Genuinely partially hyperbolic higher rank !2 actions exist: on
any torus of even dimension N ! 6 there are irreducible examples while on any
torus of odd dimension N ! 9 there are only reducible examples. There are no
examples on tori of dimension N $ 5 and N D 7.

Remark 1. In Section 9 in addition to the general construction for examples
in even dimensions, we give an explicit example in dimension 6.

Remark 2. Using our constructions in Section 9, a similar statement as Theo-
rem 3 about existence of genuinely partially hyperbolic higher rank actions of !k

for k > 2 can be obtained. For example, an irreducible action of such kind exists
in any even dimension starting from 2kC 2.

2. Old and new approaches to rigidity of abelian group actions
Present paper, although it deals with a specific problem, is a part of a broader

program of studying local differentiable rigidity for hyperbolic and partially hyper-
bolic actions of higher rank abelian groups. Moreover, it is the first in a series of
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papers by the same authors which address the partially hyperbolic situation, which
is considerably more difficult that the hyperbolic one. It is natural in this context
to briefly outline the developments which led to the present work, explain both
successes and deficiencies of the previous methods, present the current state-of-the-
art, and discuss both current difficulties and prospects of the further developments.

2.1. The a priori regularity method. This method first appeared in a rudimen-
tary fashion in [21] in the context of proving rigidity of some standard lattice ac-
tions on tori, and was introduced in its general form in [25]. It can be very briefly
described as follows. One considers an action with sufficiently strong hyperbolic
properties. The C 0 orbit structure (or an essential part of it) of such an action
is rigid (structural stability, Hirsch-Pugh-Shub theory [16]). Moreover the C 0

orbit equivalence is unique transversally to the orbits. The method then consists
of establishing a priori regularity of the orbit equivalence. The central idea is
that locally in the phase space there are invariant geometric structures on invariant
foliations for both the original and perturbed action. The simplest example of such
a structure is a flat affine connection (local linearization); in general the structure is
more complicated, but it still has a finite-dimensional Lie group of automorphisms.
Such a structure appears due to the fact that some elements of the action contract
the foliations in question and this is true both in the rank one and higher rank
hyperbolic situations. Higher rank is crucial in showing that the conjugacy, which
is a priori only continuous, preserves the invariant structure and hence is smooth in
the direction of each foliation. This in turn relies on the fact that in certain critical
directions the unperturbed action acts by isometries on each leaf of the foliation.
This in particular excludes the case of actions by automorphisms of the torus and
of a nil-manifold in the presence on nontrivial Jordan blocks.1

For the hyperbolic #k actions there is another step from smooth orbit equiva-
lence to smooth conjugacy of the actions up to an automorphism of #k . This fol-
lows from the cocycle rigidity which allows to straighten out the time change [23].
Notice that cocycle rigidity also holds for some partially hyperbolic actions of
higher rank abelian groups [24]. In both of those papers cocycle rigidity has been
established using harmonic analysis.

This method of establishing regularity of a conjugacy (whose existence is
obtained from a different kind of reasoning) also appears as an ingredient in the
proofs of local rigidity for actions of certain groups other than abelian ([21], [22],
[29], and [14]).

2.2. Difficulties in the partially hyperbolic case. If one tries to follow this
approach for a partially hyperbolic algebraic action of a higher rank abelian group
with semisimple linear part one starts with structural stability of the neutral folia-
tion for the unperturbed action. Then two difficulties arise. First, this foliation for
perturbed action is not necessarily smooth and hence smoothness of the foliation

1Added in Proof: Partial results for that case were obtained later in [11].
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conjugacy along the stable and unstable directions of various elements of the action
does not guarantee the global regularity. Second, even if one assumes smoothness
of the neutral foliation, or, equivalently, only considers perturbations along this
foliation, cocycle rigidity of the unperturbed algebraic action is not sufficient.

To overcome these difficulties we introduce two new methods: one, which is
used in the present paper and has further applications, and the other, briefly outlined
in Section 2.5, which is developed in [5] and further in [4].2 The second method
still involves the a priori regularity arguments as an essential component. Results
of [5] and [4] are announced in [8].

Remark 3. Notice that for case of general lattice actions considered in [14] the
partially hyperbolic case is also central. In this situation totally different methods,
specific to groups with Property (T), are used.

2.3. The KAM/Harmonic analysis approach. In our new approach we do not
start from a conjugacy of low regularity. Instead we construct one of high regularity
by an iterative process as a fixed point of a certain nonlinear operator. We use an
iterative procedure, namely an adapted version of the KAM procedure motivated
by the procedure used by Moser in [31] to study small perturbations of isometric
!k actions generated by circle rotations. Moser first noticed that commutativity
along with simultaneous Diophantine condition was enough to provide a smooth
solution to certain over-determined system of equations.

Notice however, a principal difference between Moser’s setting and ours: The
only obstruction to solving linearized conjugacy equation in the case of commuting
circle rotations is the same as for a single one: it comes from the rotation number.
In our case there are infinitely many obstructions for solving the linearized equation
for a single element of the action but they magically vanish for the whole action
due to the “higher rank trick”. Thus while Moser used his setting to show that
Diophantine conditions for individual elements of the action are not necessary to
contain the effects of “small denominators”, we obtain differentiable conjugacy
for an action in the absence of even a formal conjugacy for perturbations of its
individual elements.

The solution is the limit of successive approximations obtained by approxi-
mating the nonlinear problem by its linear part, and solving (approximately) the
corresponding linearized equation. This scheme arises from the classical KAM,
which also set the basis for generalization of classical Implicit Function Theorem
to so-called hard implicit function theorems [38], or Nash-Moser inverse function
theorems [15]. (For more references see for example [10].) Those general results
have been applied more recently to isometric “large” lattice actions. We discuss
relevance of the Implicit Function Theorem approach in our situation and quote
other relevant work in Section 8. We note that these general results do not apply
to !k actions generated by circle rotations studied by Moser in [31].

2Added in Proof: See also two recent papers by Z. J. Wang [36], [37].
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In our case the first key observation is that the linearized equation in this case
is “almost” a twisted cocycle equation over the unperturbed linear action. It is
possible to solve such equations due to the “higher rank trick” which lies at the
root of cocycle rigidity [23], [24] and which is adapted in the current paper to the
twisted case.

The second key observation is that it is possible to obtain an approximate
solution to the linearized equation if the linearized equation can be approximated
by a twisted cohomology equation over the unperturbed action. This reduces to
approximating a certain twisted cocycle over the perturbed action by a twisted
cocycle over the unperturbed action. We construct this approximation cocycle
explicitly by adapting and developing a method from [18].

As a by-product of our approach we remove the restriction of semi-simplicity
for the unperturbed action. Our method works when the unperturbed action, whether
hyperbolic or partially hyperbolic, has nontrivial Jordan blocks. A disadvantage of
our method is the requirement that the perturbation is small in C l topology for a
certain large l while the method of [25], when it is applicable, can deal with small
perturbations in C 1 topology.3

2.4. Extensions of the KAM/harmonic analysis approach to other actions.
The method presented in this paper provides a blueprint for studying local rigidity
for other algebraic abelian actions.

(I) A natural generalization of actions by automorphisms of a torus appears on
infranilmanifolds when one considers projections of partially hyperbolic actions by
!k on a simply connected nilpotent group N preserving a lattice ƒ on the compact
factor-space N=ƒ. The work on the nilpotent case is in progress.

In [25, #4.4] it is explained (although calculations are omitted) how cocycle
rigidity for the nilpotent case is deduced from the cocycle rigidity in the toral case.
What is needed in addition is first, tame estimates and second, the splitting. In
order to do that, Fourier analysis of Section 4 is substituted by arguments using
infinite-dimensional unitary representations of nilpotent groups.

(II) Some ideas from specific constructions carried out in Section 4 have been
applied recently to certain totally nonhyperbolic, namely, parabolic abelian actions.
The simplest example is the action of the upper-triangular unipotent subgroup of
SL.2;#/"SL.2;#/ on the factor by a cocompact irreducible lattice. Cocycle rigid-
ity with tame estimates as well as tame splitting are established by D. Mieczkowski
in his 2006 Ph. D. thesis and published as [30]. Such actions are not locally rigid
already among homogeneous actions. In that they are similar to the rotations on the
circle. However, the iteration scheme with an iteration step relying on the results

3Added in Proof: M.Einsiedler and T. Fisher in [11] developed a version of the a priori regularity
method to prove local differentiable rigidity for hyperbolic actions by automorphisms of a torus
in the presence of Jordan blocks. They require an additional “narrow spectrum” assumption for
proportional Lyapunov exponents.
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of [30] can be carried out producing certain modified form of local rigidity re-
stricted to parametric families of perturbations; see [9]. The number of parameters
needed is the same as the codimension of unipotent subgroups within the ambient
Lie group; it is equal to two in the basic example above. Due to the obstacles,
just like in the case of commuting circle diffeomorphisms [31], explicit iteration is
needed resembling the one carried out in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. This is in a contrast
with other situations where one may use generalized implicit function theorems;
see Section 8 for more discussion.

(III) Added in Proof: Very recently decisive advances have been made in
extending applications of this approach to the actions of type (2) as well other
algebraic partially hyperbolic actions. This confirms the power and fruitfulness of
the KAM-based method. A key difference with the setting of the present paper is
that one can apply a priori regularity method to obtain smooth rigidity of the neutral
foliation of the action and hence reduce the problem to a perturbation along this
foliation. This leads to untwisted linearized conjugacy equations and allows to
use available estimates for decay of matrix coefficients. This work also contains a
number of other new ingredients. (The paper by the second author and Z. J.Wang
is in preparation)

2.5. The geometric approach. In [5], [4] we use another approach to the
semisimple homogeneous case (2) which bypasses the difficulties of the KAM/
harmonic analysis method. For the sake of completeness of our account of the
state of rigidity program, we present a very brief narrative outline here, referring
for precise formulations and details to the papers and the published detailed an-
nouncement [8].

By the structural stability result of Hirsch-Pugh-Shub [16], the problem of
obtaining a Hölder conjugacy reduces to problem of reducing a Hölder cocycle over
the perturbed action to a constant cocycle. Obstructions to this can be described
via periodic cycle functionals defined on closed paths along coarse Lyapunov foli-
ations [20], [7]. For the unperturbed action such closed paths have a structure com-
ing from the algebraic structure of the covering group, and it is proved in [7] that
this structure implies vanishing of obstructions to cocycle trivialization. The main
part of the geometric approach is to show that the fine structure of Lyapunov folia-
tions for the unperturbed action is robust under small perturbations, so that it can be
used to imply vanishing of obstructions to cocycle trivialization for small perturba-
tions and produce a Hölder conjugacy with the unperturbed action. Using the a pri-
ori regularity method (see Section 2.1) one shows that conjugacy is smooth along
the unipotent foliations for the unperturbed action. Then the usual regularity along
stable directions and Hörmander theorems guarantee that the conjugacy is C1.4

4Added in Proof: This method has been successfully applied in [36], [37] to a variety of new cases
of type (2) including those with nonsplit groups G. This work is based on advances in calculating
appropriate families of generating relations for those groups.
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2.6. Conclusion. Notice that for partially hyperbolic actions the geometric
approach requires sufficient noncommutativity for various stable foliations for their
brackets to generate the neutral directions and hence it cannot be applied in prin-
ciple to partially hyperbolic actions on the torus where all invariant distributions
commute. Thus the KAM and the geometric approach nicely complement each
other in advancing significantly the solution of the local differentiable rigidity
problem for algebraic partially hyperbolic actions.

Results of the current paper are announced in [6]. We would like to thank
Elon Lindenstrauss who pointed out an inaccuracy in an early version of this paper.
As a result Section 4.5 has been reworked. We also thank David Fisher by bringing
to our attention the relevant work of Benveniste.

3. Setting of the problem and overview of the KAM scheme

3.1. Ergodic toral automorphisms. An automorphism of the torus "N is in-
duced by an invertible integer matrix A. We will use the same notation A both for
an integer matrix and for the toral automorphism induced by it. A induces the map
given by the transpose matrix At on the dual group !N . If en.x/D e2! in!x are the
characters, then At acts as

eAt n.x/D e2! iAt n!x D e2! in!Ax D en.Ax/;

which implies that
2.f ıA/n D Of.At /!1n

for Fourier coefficients of any C1 function f on "N . We call .At /"1 the dual
map on !N . To simplify the notation in the rest of the paper, whenever there is no
confusion as to which map we refer to we will denote the dual map by the same
symbol A. When we wish to clearly distinguish the two maps, we use for the dual
map the notation A#. The dual orbits of A are #.n/D fAin j i 2 !g.

The following is a simple characterization of ergodicity of toral automor-
phisms in terms of the corresponding dual action. Even though this characterization
is a well-known fact we include also a quick proof here, for completeness.

LEMMA 3.1. (i) An automorphism of "N induced by N "N integer matrix A
is ergodic if and only if all nontrivial orbits of the dual map A# on !N are infinite.

(ii) An automorphism of "N induced by N "N integer matrix A is ergodic if
and only if A has no roots of unity in the spectrum.

Proof. (i) Suppose there exists a nonzero n 2 !N with a finite orbit, i.e.,
Amn D n for some m. Then the function f D Pm"1

iD0 eAi n is an A invariant
nonconstant function, which contradicts ergodicity.

Conversely, if A is not ergodic and if f D P
n

Ofnen is an invariant function,
then OfAn D Ofn for all n 2 !N , therefore if the orbit of n is infinite then Ofn D 0.
This implies that f is constant. Thus A is ergodic.
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(ii) follows from (i) and from the fact that the dual map has a root of unity in
the spectrum if and only if there exists a nontrivial n 2 !N with finite orbit. !

3.2. Higher rank actions by toral automorphisms. Any action ˛ of !k by
toral automorphisms, induces a dual action ˛# on !N given by

"˛".i/nD .A#
1/

i1.A#
2/

i2 % % % .A#
k/

ikn

for i D .i1; : : : ; ik/ 2 !k and n 2 !N . Then for every f D P
n2!N

Ofnen we have

f ."˛.i/x/D
X

n2!N

Of˛i nen

where, to simplify the notation (whenever there is no confusion), we use the nota-
tion ˛in for the dual action "˛".i/n on !N .

Since we are interested in actions with no rank one factors we will assume
further on that the action ˛ satisfies the following:

.G/ There exist g1; g2 2 !k with A defD "˛.g1/ and B defD "˛.g2/ such that any AlBk ,
for a nonzero .l; k/ 2 !2, is ergodic. A and B will be referred to as ergodic
generators.

The following is a simple lemma which shows that obtaining a C1 conjugacy
for one ergodic generator suffices for the proof of Theorem 1.

LEMMA 3.2. Let ˛ be a !k action by automorphisms of "N such that for
some g 2 !k the automorphism ˛.g/ is ergodic. Let z̨ be a C 1 small perturbation
of ˛ such that there exists a C1 map H W "N ! "N which is C 1 close to identity
and satisfies

(3.1) z̨.g/ ıH DH ı˛.g/:
Then H conjugates the corresponding maps for all the other elements of the action;
i.e., for all h 2 !k we have

z̨.h/ ıH DH ı˛.h/:
Proof. Let h be any element in !k , other than g. It follows from (3.1) and

commutativity that
z̨.g/ ı zH D zH ı˛.g/;

where
zH D z̨.h/"1 ıH ı˛.h/:

Therefore,
˛.g/ ı zH"1 ıH D zH"1 ıH ı˛.g/:

Denote the lift of zH"1 ıH to #N by id C$ where $ is a C 1 small !N -periodic
C1 map, and use the same notation ˛.g/ for the lift of ˛.g/. Then

(3.2) ˛.g/ ı .id C$/D .id C$/ ı˛.g/:
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If A is diagonalizable, equation (3.2) reduces to several equations of the following
type:

%! D ! ıA;
where AD ˛.g/, ! is C1 function, and % is an eigenvalue of A. Then, passing to
the dual action (while, as mentioned before, we use the same notation for the dual
and for the original action), we have

%y!n D y!An;

which implies
%i y!n D y!Ai n

for all i 2 !. Therefore
1X

i2!

%i y!n D
X

i2!

y!Ai n:

Since A is ergodic and ! is C1 the right-hand side converges absolutely. The
left-hand side can converge only if y!n D 0 for all n¤ 0. Since %¤ 1 we also have
y!0 D 0, i.e., ! & 0. This implies $& 0 and H & zH .

If there are Jordan blocks for A, the argument above is still sufficient to deduce
that $ has to be 0. Namely, if there is, say, a 3-Jordan block, then equation (3.2)
reduces to 0

@
% 1 0

0 %1

0 0 %

1

A

0

@
!1

!2

!3

1

A

0

@
!1 ıA
!2 ıA
!3 ıA

1

A :

This implies
%!1 C!2 '!1 ıAD 0;

%!2 C!3 '!2 ıAD 0;

%!3 '!3 ıAD 0:

From the third equation above, using ergodicity of A as in the case of a simple
eigenvalue, we deduce that !3 D 0. Substituting into the second equation, we
obtain !2 D 0 and finally, using this fact in the first equation above, we obtain
!1 D 0. One can obviously by induction obtain $ D 0 for Jordan blocks of any
dimension. Therefore zH DH and

H D ˛.h/"1 ıH ı z̨.h/

for an arbitrary h 2 !k . !

3.3. Overview of the KAM scheme. Let ˛ be a linear action as described in
Theorem 1. Let z̨ be its small perturbation (the topology in which the perturbation
is made will become apparent from the proof). The goal is to prove the existence
of a C1 map H W "N ! "N such that z̨ ıH DH ı˛.
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One can consider the problem of finding a conjugacy as a problem of solving
the following nonlinear functional equation

$.z̨;H/ defD z̨ ıH 'H ı˛ D 0:

Following the ideas of the elementary Newton method and assuming the existence
of a linear structure in the neighborhood of the identity, the identity may be viewed
as an approximate solution (usually called the initial guess) of the nonlinear prob-
lem. The linearization of the operator $ at .˛; id/ is

$.z̨;H/D $.˛; id/CD1$.˛; id/.z̨ '˛/
CD2$.˛; id/.$/C Res.z̨ '˛;$/

D z̨ '˛C˛ ı$'$ ı˛C Res.z̨ '˛;$/;
where $DH ' id, and Res.z̨ '˛;$/ is quadratically small with respect to z̨ '˛
and $. Here D1$.˛; id/ and D2$.˛; id/ denote Frechét derivatives of the map $
in the first and second variable, respectively, at the point .˛; id/. Also, since ˛ is
a linear action, ˛ ı$ for each generator is given simply by a matrix applied to a
vector valued map. To stress this fact we will use the notation ˛$ for ˛ ı$.

If one finds H so that the linear part of the equation above is zero, i.e.,

˛.H ' id/' .H ' id/ ı˛ D '.z̨ '˛/;
then such H is a better approximate solution of the equation $.z̨;H/D 0 than the
identity is. After obtaining a better solution, the linearization procedure and solving
the linearized equation may be repeated for the new perturbation leading to an even
better approximation. The difficulties which arise, in particular applications of this
iterative scheme, are of two kinds: one is to solve (or solve approximately) the
linearized equation, and the other has to do with obtaining good estimates for the
solution so that the sequence of approximate solutions produced by this scheme
converges in some reasonable function space.

We now adapt this general scheme to our specific problem concerning toral
automorphisms. Any map of the torus "N into itself can be lifted to the universal
cover #N . For every g 2 !k , the lift of ˛.g/ is a linear map of #N , i.e., a matrix
with integer entries and with determinant ˙1, which is also denoted by ˛.g/. The
lift of z̨.g/ is ˛.g/CR.g/ where R.g/ is an !N -periodic map for every g, i.e.,
R.g/.xCm/DR.g/.x/ form2 !N . The lift ofH is id C$ with a !N -periodic$.

In terms of $ the nonlinear conjugacy problem becomes

(3.3) ˛$'$ ı˛ D 'R ı .id C$/
and the corresponding linearized equation is

(3.4) ˛$'$ ı˛ D 'R:
If $ is a solution for the linearized equation (3.4) (or at least an approximate
solution, i.e., it solves (3.4) with an error which is small with respect to R), then
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one may expect that the new perturbation defined by

z̨.1/ defD H"1 ı z̨ ıH;
where H D Id C$, is much closer to ˛ than z̨; i.e., the new error

R.1/ defD z̨.1/ '˛
is expected to be small with respect to the old error R.

The comparison between the two errors as usual cannot be realized in the
same function space. The norm of the old error in some function space is only
small compared to the norm of the new error in some larger space, thus one has
some loss of regularity. The loss however is fixed; it depends only on the initial
linear action and the dimension of the torus. In the proof that we present here all
the maps involved will be C1. We have loss of regularity at an individual iterative
step, in the sense described above. Thus we work with the family of C r norms
(r 2 $) on the space of C1 maps. In Section 7.1 we treat perturbations of finite
regularity: we consider the space of C r0 maps with fixed r0 > 0 along with a
family of C r norms for r $ r0. In general, if the loss of regularity is fixed and if
the family of spaces used in the iterative scheme admits smoothing operators (see
Section 5.1), then the interpolation inequalities hold and it is often the case (as it is
here) that the iterative procedure then can be set to converge to a smooth solution
of the nonlinear equation (see for example [38]).

At an individual iterative step, the new error can be expressed as

R.1/ D z̨.1/ '˛ D
h
$ ı z̨.1/ '$ ı˛CR ı .id C$/'R

i

C
h
R' .˛$'$ ı˛/

i
:

The error term in the first bracket comes from the linearization of the problem and
is easy to estimate providing $ is of the same order as R. The difficulty lies in
estimating the part of the error in the second bracket, namely solving the linearized
equation (3.4) approximately, with an error quadratically small with respect to R.

In order to understand better where commutativity of the action and its per-
turbation come into the picture, we look more closely into the linearized equation.
Equation (3.4) actually consists of infinitely many equations corresponding to dif-
ferent elements gi of the action

(3.5) ˛.gi /$'$ ı˛.gi /D 'R.gi /

and we need a common approximate solution $ to all the equations above.
If such $ exists, then it is easy to check that due to commutativity of each

pair ˛.gi / and ˛.gj /, the map RWG " "N ! #N satisfies the following condition:

(3.6) ˛.gi /R.gj /'R.gj / ı˛.gi /D ˛.gj /R.gi /'R.gi / ı˛.gj /:

At this point we need to introduce some terminology.
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Definition 1. Let ˛WA"M ! M be an action of an abelian group A on a
manifold M , let .H;(/ be a topological group and let ˇ0 be a homomorphism
ˇ0WA! AutH . Then a map ˇWA"M !H is called a ˇ0 twisted cocycle over
˛ if

(3.7) ˇ.aC b; x/D ˇ.a; ˛.b; x//(ˇ0.a/.ˇ.b; x//:

A ˇ0 twisted cocycle ˇ is a ˇ0 twisted coboundary over ˛ if there exists P WM!H

such that for all a 2 A
(3.8) ˇ.a; x/D ˇ0.a/.P.x//( .P.˛.a; x///"1:

If every C1 ˇ0 twisted cocycle ˇ over ˛ is a ˇ0 twisted coboundary over ˛ via a
C1 map P WM !H , then ˛ is said to be C1 ˇ0 cocycle rigid.

If ˇ0 is the identity automorphism, then ˇ0 is dropped from the notations
above.

If RW !k "M ! #N satisfies (3.6), then R is an ˛ twisted cocycle over the
action ˛ (here we use the same notation ˛ for the linear action on "N and for its
lift to #N ). Then the system of equations (3.5) can be viewed as an ˛ twisted
coboundary equation over the linear action ˛. However, this is not quite true: R
is an ˛ twisted cocycle over the perturbed action Q̨ , not over the linear action ˛.

LEMMA 3.3. If z̨ D ˛CR is a small perturbation of ˛ then the map R is an
˛ twisted cocycle over z̨.

Proof. As before, we use the same notation here for the linear action ˛ and
for its lift to #N :

z̨.aC b; x/D z̨.a; z̨.b; x//D ˛.a; z̨.b; x//CR.a; z̨.b; x//(3.9)

D ˛.a/z̨.b; x/CR.a; z̨.b; x//
D ˛.a/˛.b/xC˛.a/R.b; x/CR.a; z̨.b; x//:

On the other hand,

(3.10) z̨.aC b; x/D ˛.aC b; x/CR.aC b; x/D ˛.a/˛.b/xCR.aC b; x/:

This implies

(3.11) R.aC b; x/D ˛.a/R.b; x/CR.a; z̨.b; x//:
Thus R is an ˛ twisted cocycle over z̨. !

There are two difficulties in solving the linearized equation (3.4). First is that
R is a twisted cocycle not over ˛ but over z̨ thus (3.4) is not a twisted coboundary
equation over the linear action. Second is that even if (3.4) is a twisted coboundary
equation, solving it requires more care than the corresponding untwisted equation.
In fact, the twist produces greater loss of regularity for the solution of the twisted
coboundary problem, compared to the untwisted case, as we will see in Lemma 4.2.
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Lemma 3.2 shows that it is enough to produce a conjugacy for one ergodic
generator. It is clear however that, in general, it is not possible to produce a C1

conjugacy for a single element of the action, since a single genuinely partially
hyperbolic toral automorphism is not even structurally stable. Indeed, Lemma
4.2 in Section 4 shows that there are infinitely many obstructions to solving the
linearized equation for one generator. Therefore, we consider two ergodic gener-
ators, and reduce the problem of solving the linearized equation (3.4) to solving
simultaneously the following system:

A$'$ ıAD 'RA;(3.12)

B$'$ ıB D 'RB ;

where A and B are ergodic generators: A WD ˛.g1/, B WD ˛.g2/ and

(3.13) RA WDR.g1/; RB WDR.g2/:

The system (3.12) splits further into several simpler systems using an appropriate
basis and the fact that A and B commute. The linear problem (3.12) is reduced to
several equations of the kind

JA$'$ ıAD‚(3.14)

JB$'$ ıB D‰;

where JA is a matrix consisting of Jordan blocks of A corresponding to an eigen-
value of A, JB is the corresponding block of B , and ‚ and ‰ are small vector
valued !N -periodic maps given by the perturbation maps RA and RB . In particular,
if %;& are simple eigenvalues of A;B respectively, then we have

%! '! ıAD '(3.15)

&! '! ıB D  ;

where ' and  are small !N -periodic functions. In Lemma 4.4 we show that it is
possible to solve the linearized equation (3.12) and to estimate the solution with
the fixed loss of regularity if the following condition is satisfied by R:

(3.16) L.RA; RB/
defD .RA ıB 'BRB/' .RB ıA'ARB/D 0:

As mentioned above, R does not satisfy this condition. However the fact that
it satisfies the twisted cocycle condition over the perturbed action z̨ implies that it
almost satisfies the twisted cocycle condition (3.16); i.e., (3.16) is satisfied up to
an error which is small with respect to R. More precisely, Lemma 4.7 shows that
if z̨ D ˛CR is a commutative action, then L.RA; RB/ is small with respect to R.

The key step is to show that if R is almost a twisted cocycle over ˛ then
R is close to an actual twisted cocycle over ˛. In Section 4.5 we construct a
projection %R of R to the space of twisted cocycles over ˛ so that the difference
&RD %R'R is small with respect to R. More precisely, in Lemma 4.6 we show
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that even if RA and RB do not satisfy the solvability condition (3.16), it is possible
to approximate both by maps %RA and %RB which satisfy the condition (3.16)
with an error bounded by the size of L.RA; RB/.

Lemmas 4.6, 4.4 and 4.7 combined give an approximate solution to the lin-
earized equation (3.12).

In Section 5.1 the smoothing operators are introduced to overcome the fixed
loss of regularity at each iterative step and further in Section 5 the iteration process
is set and is carried out, producing a C1 conjugacy which works for the !2 action
generated by the two ergodic generators, thus, according to Lemma 3.2, it works
for all the other elements of the !k action ˛.

4. Approximate solution of the linearized equation

In this section we prove the existence of an approximate solution to the lin-
earized equation (3.12). We first introduce in Section 4.1 some notation which
will be used in the rest of the paper. In Section 4.2 we describe the obstructions for
solving a single linear equation in (3.15), which is a twisted coboundary equation
over an ergodic toral automorphism. We show, providing the obstructions vanish,
that there exists a C1 solution with tame estimates. This is a version of the argu-
ments in [35] adapted to the case of a twisted coboundary equation. An essential
ingredient in the proof of Lemma 4.2, just like in [35], is an exponential growth es-
timate on the dual orbit of an ergodic toral automorphism which reflects arithmetic
properties of ergodic toral automorphisms and was proved by Katznelson in [26].

Section 4.3 contains corresponding growth estimate for the dual orbits of a !k

higher rank ergodic action by toral automorphisms, and applications to estimating
decay of Fourier coefficients for specifically defined functions which are used in
Section 4.5.

In Section 4.4 we show that the obstructions to solving each equation in (3.12)
vanish providing that the maps RA and RB satisfy (3.16). Then in Lemma 4.7 we
show that the criterion (3.16) is almost satisfied, up to an error which is small
with respect to R. Finally in Section 4.5 we construct a projection .%RA;%RB/

such that .%RA;%RB/ satisfies (3.16) and therefore one can solve tamely the sys-
tem (3.12) with .%RA;%RB/ instead of .RA; RB/. Moreover, the projection in
Section 4.5 is such that the error

.&RA WDRA ' %RA; &RB WDRB ' %RB/

is small with respect to .RA; RB/. This produces an approximate solution to the
linearized equation (3.12).

4.1. Some notation. Let A and B be the two ergodic generators for ˛.
(1) The dual map A# on !N induces a decomposition of #N into expanding,

neutral and contracting subspaces. We will denote the expanding subspace by
V1.A/, the contracting subspace by V3.A/ and the neutral subspace by V2.A/.

(4.1) #N D V1.A/˚V2.A/˚V3.A/:
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All three subspaces Vi .A/, i D 1; 2; 3 are A invariant and

kAivk ! C"ikvk; " > 1; i ! 0; v 2 V1.A/;(4.2)

kAivk ! C""ikvk; " > 1; i $ 0; v 2 V3.A/;

kAivk ! C.ji j C 1/"N kvk; i 2 !; v 2 V2.A/:

(2) For n 2 !N , jnj defD maxfk(1.n/k; k(2.n/k; k(3.n/kg, where k %k is Euclidean
norm and (i .n/ are projections of n to subspaces Vi .i D 1; 2; 3/ from (4.2),
that is, to the expanding, neutral, and contracting subspaces of #N for A (or
B; we will use the norm which is more convenient in a particular situation;
those are equivalent norms, the choice does not affect any results).

(3) For n2 !N we say n is mostly in i.A/ for iD1; 2; 3 and will write n,!i.A/ , if
the projection (i .n/ of n to the subspace Vi corresponding to A is sufficiently
large:

jnj D k(i .n/k:
The notation n,!1; 2.A/ will be used for n which is mostly in 1.A/ or mostly
in 2.A/.

(4) Given a complex number % and a function ' on the torus, define the twisted
coboundary operators:

)"
A'

defD %' '' ıA; )"
A y'n

defD %y'n ' y'An:

In what follows % will usually be an eigenvalue of A, and & will usually denote
an eigenvalue of B , so we will often use the following simpler notation:

)" defD )"
A; )# defD )

#
B ;

)" y'n
defD )"

A y'n; )# y'n
defD )

#
B y'n:

(5) Similarly, define the following operator

)A"
defD A" ' " ıA:

(6) For the functions ';  and the maps ", ' define the following operators:

L.';  /
defD )

#
B' ')"

A ; L.";'/
defD )B" ')A':

(7) We introduce the notation for the following sums:

X
+

Ay'n
defD

1X

iD0

%".iC1/ y'Ai n;

X
–

Ay'n
defD

"1X

iD"1
%".iC1/ y'Ai n;

X Ay'n
defD

C1X

iD"1
%".iC1/ y'Ai n:
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Here A is used to denote the dual action A# induced on !N by a toral automor-
phism given by an integer matrix A (Section 3.1). y'n are Fourier coefficients
of a C1 function '. The corresponding notation will be used for B instead
of A and & instead of %, where & and % are corresponding eigenvalues of A
and B . We will also sometimes abbreviate the following notation as follows:

X

l
–

defD
"1X

lD"1
;

X

l
+

defD
1X

lD0

; and
X

l

defD
lDC1X

lD"1
:

(8) In what follows, C will denote any constant that depends only on the given
linear action ˛ with chosen ergodic generators and on the dimension of the
torus. Cx;y;z;::: will denote any constant that in addition to the above depends
also on parameters x; y; z; : : : .

(9) Let f be a C1 function f D P
n

Ofnen. Then
(i) kf ka

defD sup
n

j Ofnjjnja; a > 0.

(ii) Dj
defD @

@xj
, Dk defDDk1

1 Dk2

2 % % %DkN

k
, jkj D PN

iD1 ki , kD .k1; : : : ; kN /,

kf kC r
defD max

0$l$r
sup

fx2"N ;jkjDlg
jDkf xj; r 2 $0:

(iii) The following relations hold (see, for example, Section 3.1 of [10]):

kf kr $ Ckf kC r and kf kC r $ Crkf krC$ ;

where * > N C 1, and r 2 $0. In particular, one may take * D N C 1C ı

with a small ı > 0.
(iv) For a map " with coordinate functions fi .i D 1; : : : ; k/ define k"ka

defD
max1$i$k kfika. For two maps " and ' define k";'ka

defD max fk"ka; k'kag.
k"kC r and k";'kC r are defined similarly.

(v) Note. Instead of norms k % ka and k % kC r one can use Sobolev norms
k % kH s for which the relation to Fourier coefficients is immediate:

kf kH s D
! X

n2!

.1C jnj2/sj Ofnj2
" 1

2
:

Then Sobolev embedding theorem would imply comparison with C r norms
with loss of * D N=2. However, the explicit calculations are simpler with
norms k % ka, and, at the expense of somewhat better estimates with Sobolev
norms, we choose to use k % ka norms in order to keep the calculations more
transparent.

(10) If ˇ is a cocycle (or a twisted cocycle) over a higher rank !k , k ! 2 action ˛
with generators ˛.g1; %/ and ˛.g2; %/, then we define the C r norm of ˇ by

kˇkC r WD kˇ.g1; %/; ˇ.g2; %/kC r :
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4.2. Twisted coboundary equation over an ergodic toral automorphism. In
what follows we make frequent use of the following lemma in which arithmetic
properties of ergodic toral automorphisms play the main role. In the subsequent
section we prove its generalization to higher rank actions by toral automorphisms.

LEMMA 4.1 (Katznelson, [26]). Let A be an N "N matrix with integer coef-
ficients. Assume that #N splits as #N D V ˚V 0 with V and V 0 invariant under A
and such that AjV and AjV 0 have no common eigenvalues. If V \ !N D f0g, then
there exists a constant + such that d.n; V /! +knk"N for all n 2 !N where k % k is
Euclidean norm and d is Euclidean distance.

Remark 4. This can be viewed as a version of the Liouville’s theorem about ra-
tional approximation of algebraic irrationals; i.e., j˛' m

n j !Cn"N for any nonzero
integers m and n, where ˛ is an irrational first-order root of an integer polynomial
of degree N . The proof of this classical result inspires the proof of Lemma 4.1
in [26] which we summarize here since it gives some insight on arithmetic vs.
dynamical properties of toral automorphisms.

Proof. Any polynomial p sufficiently close to the minimal polynomial f of
A on V satisfies the condition p.A/n¤ 0 for all n 2 !N ; n¤ 0, because its null
space is contained in V and V \ !N D f0g by assumption. Then one can construct
a polynomial fQ with rational coefficients of that kind. The choice is made as
jaj ' rj =qj $ 1

qQ , where aj are coefficients of f , rj =q coefficients of fQ and
q $Qk . Since A is an integer matrix we have kfQ.A/nk> 1

q for any nonzero n.
Now if nV is the projection of n to V , then

fQ.A/nD fQ.A/.n'nV /C .fQ.A/'f .A//nV :

This implies 1
q $ C.d.n; V /C knk

qQ /. Then by choosing QD Cknk, where C is a
constant depending on A, the estimate follows:

d.n; V / >
1

Cq
! 1

CQk
> C1knk"k > C1knk"N

with C1 being a positive constant depending only on A. !
Remark 5. In particular, if A is ergodic and V D V3 ˚ V2 from (4.1), then

V \ !N D f0g. Then the above lemma implies for n 2 !N :

k(1.n/k ! +knk"N ;

where (1.n/ is the projection of n to V1, the expanding subspace for A.

Obstructions to solving a one-cohomology equation over a hyperbolic toral au-
tomorphism in C1 category are sums of Fourier coefficients of the given function
along a dual orbit of the automorphism. Equivalently, obstructions are sums along
the periodic orbits of the automorphism. This is the content of the Livšic theorem
for hyperbolic toral automorphisms. The same characterization holds however for
ergodic toral automorphisms as well, due to the estimate in Lemma 4.1. This is
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due to Veech [35]. Even though the Livšic theorem generalizes to Anosov dif-
feomorphisms, for partially hyperbolic non-Anosov diffeomorphisms, it is a rare
occurrence that such description of obstructions is possible.

We first obtain a solution to a twisted one-cohomology equation with estimates
for the norm of the solution. The proof below follows closely the proof of Veech
for the untwisted case [35].

LEMMA 4.2. Let ' be a C1 function on the torus and % 2 %, %¤ 1. Let A be
an integer matrix in GL.N;!/ defining an ergodic automorphism of "N such that
for all nonzero n 2 !N , the following sums along the dual orbits are zero, i.e.,

(4.3) y'n D
C1X

iD"1
%".iC1/ y'Ai n D 0:

Then the equation

(4.4) %! '! ıAD '

has a C1 solution !, and the following estimate:

(4.5) k!ka"ı $ Ca

ı%
k'ka

holds for ı > 0; , D aN C 1, and a > j log j"jj
log & . Here " > 1 is the expansion rate for

A from (4.2). Thus for r ! 0

(4.6) k!kC r $ Crk'kC rC! ;

where * is an integer greater than maxfN C 1; j lg j"jj
lg & g.

Proof. Suppose ! is a C1 solution to (4.4) and let y!n and y'n denote Fourier
coefficients of ! and ' . Then the equation %! '! ıAD ' in the dual space has
the form

%y!n ' y!An D y'n; 8n 2 !N :

For nD 0, since %¤ 1, we can immediately calculate y!0 D y'0

""1
. For n¤ 0 the

dual equation has two solutions

y!
C

.!/
n D C

."/

X

i#0
.i$!1/

%".iC1/ y'Ai n; n¤ 0:

Each sum converges absolutely since ' is C1 and all nonzero integer vectors
have nontrivial projections to expanding and contracting subspaces for A due to
the ergodicity assumption on A. By assumption

P Ay'n D 0 ;8n¤ 0, i.e., y!C
n D

y!"
n

defD y!n. This gives a formal solution ! D
X

y!C
n en D

X
y!"

n en. We estimate
each y!n using both of its forms in order to show that ! is C1.
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If n is mostly contracting, i.e., if n,!3.A/, then we may use the y!"
n form for

the solution to obtain the following bound on the n-th Fourier coefficient:

j y!nj D

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
X

k$0

%".kC1/ y'Akn

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌ $

X

k$0

j%j".kC1/jy'Aknj

$ k'ka

X

k$0

j%j".kC1/jAknj"a $ k'ka

X

k$0

j%j".kC1/kAk(3.n/k
"a

$ k'kaC
"a

X

k$0

j%j".kC1/"akk(3.n/k"a $ Cak'kajnj"a

where a > log j"j
log & .

Similarly, if n,!1.A/, using the form y!n D y!C
n , then the estimate j y!nj $

Cak'kajnj"a holds, if a > log j"j!1

log & .
If n,!2.A/ and j%j ! 1, using the form y!C

n of the solution, then it follows
that

j y!nj $k 'ka

X

k%0

j%j".kC1/jAknj"a
(4.7)

$ k'kaC
"a

X

k%0

j%j".kC1/.1C k/N˛k(2.n/k"a:

However, the above sum need not converge. This is where we use again the fact
that A is ergodic. Namely, according to the remark following Lemma 4.1 no integer
vector can stay mostly in the neutral direction for too long. After the time which
is approximately ln jnj the expanding direction takes over. More precisely, from
Lemma 4.1 it follows that k(1.n/k ! + jnj"N for some + and all n. Therefore

jAknj !k Ak(1.n/k ! C"kk(1.n/k ! +C"kjnj"N ! +C"k"k0 jnj

for k ! k0 and ko D Œ .1CN / log jnj
log & -C 1. This fact can be used to estimate all but

finitely many terms of the series in (4.7). For the rest the polynomial estimate
in (4.2) for vectors in V2 holds. Hence

j y!nj $k 'ka

k0"1X

kD0

j%j".kC1/jkjNak(2.n/k"a

C Ck'ka

1X

kDk0

j%j".kC1/""a.k"k0/jnj"a:

Thus using that n,!2.A/ and j%j> 1 we have

j y!nj $ Ck'kajk0jNaC1jnj"a CCk'kajnj"a:
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Now by choice of k0, k0 ) log jnj. This implies the following estimate:

j y!nj $ Ca.log jnj/NaC1jnj"ak'ka:

For j%j < 1 the same estimate follows using the second form for y!n, i.e., the
negative sum and the fact that A"1 is also an ergodic toral automorphism thus
going backwards in time, the contracting direction takes over; that is, we use the
Lemma 4.1 for A"1. Therefore for all n 2 !N we have

j y!nj jnja"ı $ Ca

ı%
k'ka

for a > j log j"jj
log & and ı > 0. This implies the estimate (4.5) for k!ka"ı . The estimate

for C r norms follows immediately using the norm comparison from Section 4.1.
In particular if ' is C1, then ! is also C1. !

4.3. Orbit growth for the dual action. In this section the crucial estimates for
the exponential growth along individual orbits of the dual action are obtained. They
may be viewed as a generalization of Lemma 4.1 to higher rank actions by toral
automorphisms. The implications of the growth estimates to certain estimates of
the C r norms of specifically defined functions are immediate and are formulated
and proved in Lemma 4.3.

The existence of such estimates in case of !d actions with d ! 2 relies fun-
damentally on the higher rank assumption.

LEMMA 4.3. Let ˛ be a !d action by ergodic automorphisms of "N . Then
there exist constants . > 0 and C > 0 depending on the action only, such that

a) For every integer vector n 2 !N and for all k 2 !d ,

j˛knj ! C expf.kkkgjnj"N :

b) For any C1 function ' on the torus, any nonzero n 2 !N and any vector
y 2 #d the following sums:

SK.'; n/D
X

k2K

yk y'˛kn;

where yk defD Qd
iD1 y

ki

i , converge absolutely for any K # !d .
c) Assume in addition to the assumptions in b) that for an n 2 !N and for

every k 2K DK.n/# !d we have P.kkk/j˛knj ! jnj where P is a polynomial
of degree N . Then

(4.8) jSK.'; n/j $ Ca;yk'kajnj"aC(y;˛

for any a > /y;˛
defD N C1

)

Pd
iD1 j log jyi jj.

d) If the assumptions of c) are satisfied for every n 2 !N , then the function

S.'/
defD

X

n2!N

SK.n/.'; n/en
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is a C1 function if ' is. Moreover, the following norm comparison holds:

(4.9) kS.'/kC r $ Cr;yk'kC rC! ;

for r > 0 and any * >N C 2C Œ/y;˛-.

Proof of a). When d D 1, i.e., the action is given by a single ergodic toral
automorphism, then the inequality a) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1.

When d ! 2, we first notice that it is enough to obtain the constant . and to
show the exponential estimate in a) in the semisimple case, i.e., when the action is
generated by matrices A1; : : : ; Ad which are simultaneously diagonalizable over %.
If the action is not semisimple, only polynomial growth may occur in addition, thus
the same estimate holds with slightly smaller . and with possibly larger C (for more
details see [18]).

Here we give the proof in the case when the action is irreducible, which shows
the main idea, but is technically simpler and we refer to [18] for the proof in the
general case.

In the case when the action is irreducible, we may project a nontrivial n 2 !N

to the Lyapunov directions corresponding to nonzero Lyapunov exponents of the
action. Lyapunov exponents are defined as

0i .k/D
dX

j D1

kj ln j%ij j;

where kD .k1; : : : ; kd /2 !d , i D 1; : : : ; r , and %1j ; : : : ;%rj are the eigenvalues of
Aj for j D 1; : : : ; d . Individual Lyapunov directions are irrational, and, due to the
irreducibility assumption, each of the projections of the vector n to the Lyapunov
directions is nontrivial. Thus one may apply Lemma 4.1 to each of these projections
and choose . as the minimum of the function f .t/ WD maxi 0i .t/ for t on the unit
sphere in #d . Let us assume that the minimal value . of the function f on the unit
sphere is achieved at some point t0.

Claim. . > 0.

Proof of the claim. If . $ 0 then for all i D 1; : : : ; r we have 0i .t
0/ $ 0.

Since
Pr

iD1 0i .t/ D 0 for all t , it follows that 0i .t
0/ D 0 for all i D 1; : : : ; r

and consequently . D 0. Since t0 is a point on the unit circle in particular it
is not zero, this implies existence of a line l in #d such that for all points on l
all Lyapunov functionals take value zero. It is a result of Kronecker [27] which
states that an integer matrix with all eigenvalues on the unit circle has to have
all eigenvalues roots of unity. The line l then cannot contain any integer vectors
k 2 !d because of the ergodicity of all the nontrivial elements ˛k of the action.
Thus there are lattice points arbitrary close to l , in other words, there is a sequence
kj D .k

j
1 ; : : : ; k

j
d
/ 2 !d such that ˛kj is a sequence of integer matrices whose

eigenvalues all tend to 1 in absolute value as j ! 1. At this point we may use any
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of the improvements of the Kronecker’s result, for example [2], which implies that
for a fixed dimension N of the torus, there exists a number b.N / > 1 such that any
integer matrix on "N with all eigenvalues in absolute value less than b.N /, has all
eigenvalues roots of unity. Thus we conclude that for some j > 0 the eigenvalues
of ˛kj are roots of unity, which again contradicts the assumption on ergodicity of
all elements of the action. Therefore, . is strictly positive.

Note. The constant . as defined above depends on the action. However by [2]
it is possible to choose . independently of the action as . D log.1C 1

52N log 6N /

where N is the dimension of the torus.
Now that we have . > 0, we proceed by using the following norm:

k˛knk* D
rX

iD1

knik exp0i .k/;

where ni are projections of n to the corresponding Lyapunov directions. By apply-
ing Lemma 4.1, we obtain the needed estimate

j˛knj ! Ck˛knk* ! C expf.kkkg min
i

knik ! C expf.kkkgknk"N :

Proof of b). The claim in b) follows from the estimate in a) and the fast decay
of Fourier coefficients:

jSK j $k 'ka

X

k2K

jyjkj˛knj"a $ Cak'kajnjNa
X

k2K

.jyjsgn ke"a) /kkk:

The last sum clearly converges providing a >maxiD1;:::;d
j log jyi jj

) , and for a C1

function ' we can choose a as large as needed.

Proof of c). Here we use the norm where kkk D max1$i$d jki j for k D
.k1; : : : ; kd / 2 !d . Let us choose an appropriate k0 2 $ in order to split the sum
SK.'; n/ into two sums: the finite one with kkk< k0 where the polynomial esti-
mate for j˛knj can be used, and the infinite one for kkk>k0 where the exponential
estimate obtained in a) prevails. The estimate in a) allows us to locate k0 so that it
is not very large. Namely, as in Lemma 4.2 we have

j˛knj ! C+ expf.kkkgjnj"N

! C+ expf..kkk ' k0/g expf.k0gjnj"N

! C expf..kkk ' k0/gjnj

providing kkk ! k0 >
N C1

) log jnj.
After choosing k0 D ŒN C1

) log jnj-C 1, we split the sum SK as follows:

SK.'; n/D Skkk<k0
.'; n/CSkkk%k0

.'; n/:
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To estimate the first sum we use the polynomial estimate for k 2K.n/:

jSkkk<k0
.'; n/j $Ck'ka

X

fk2KWkkk<k0g
jyjkP.kkk/ajnj"a

$Ck'kak
d
0

dY

iD1

maxfjyi j; jyi j"1gk0kdaN
0 jnj"a

$Cak'kak
d.1CaN /
0 jnj"aC(1

$Cak'ka.log jnj/d.1CaN /jnj"aC(1

$Ca

ı%
k'kajnj"aC(1Cı

for any ı > 0 and any a > /1 D N C1
)

Pd
iD1 j log jyi jj. The constant ,D ,.N; d; a/

depends only on the dimension of the torus, rank of the action, and a. For the
second sum we use the exponential estimate obtained in a):

jSkkk%k0
.'; n/j $ Ck'ka

X

fk2KWkkk%k0g
jyjkj˛knj"a

$ Ck'kajnj"a
dX

iD1

X

fk2KWjki j%k0g
jyi jki e"a).jkj j"k0/

j DdY

i¤j D1

jyj jkj e"a) jkj j

$ Ck'kajnj"a
dX

iD1

Ca;y maxfjyi j; jyi j"1gk0

$ Ca;yk'kajnj"aC(2

for any a > /2 D N C1
) max1$i$d j log jyi jj.

By combining the estimates obtained above we have

jSK.'; n/j $ Ca;yk'kajnj"aC(y;˛

for any a > /y;˛
defD N C1

)

Pd
iD1 j log jyi jj.

Proof of d). If for every n the set K.n/ is chosen to satisfy the assumptions
of c) then the estimate (4.8) clearly implies

kS.'/ka"(y;˛ $ Ca;yk'ka;

which has as a consequence the C r estimate (4.9) with the loss of N C 2C Œ/y;˛-

derivatives. !

4.4. Higher rank trick: solution to a twisted coboundary equation over a
higher rank action by toral automorphisms. If A and B commute and there exists
a solution to (3.12), then it is immediate that L.RA; RB/ WD)BRA ')ARB D 0.
In this section we show that if every nontrivial AlBk is ergodic then the condition
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L.RA; RB/D 0 is not only necessary but is also sufficient for the existence of a
solution to (3.12). This argument is essentially the argument used in [23] adapted to
the twisted and not necessarily semisimple situation. After showing the vanishing
of obstructions, the tame estimates for the common solution of (3.12) follow from
Lemma 4.2.

LEMMA 4.4. If L.RA; RB/ D 0 (where RA; RB are C1 maps described in
Section 3.3, see (3.5) and (3.13)), then the equations (3.12)

)A$DRA; )B$DRB

have a common C1 solution satisfying

(4.10) k$kC r $ CrkRA; RBkC rC! ;

for any r > 0 and * > M0 D maxfN C 2; Œm0.A;B/-g, where m0.A;B/ is a
positive constant defined explicitly in (4.27) below, depending on the eigenvalues
of A and B .

Proof. (i) The semisimple case. Assume that A and B are simultaneously
diagonalizable. Then the equations L.RA; RB/ & 0 and (3.12) split into finitely
many equations of the form

(4.11) L.';  /D)#' ')" & 0

and

(4.12) )"! D '; )#! D  ;

where ' and  are C1 functions and % and & are corresponding eigenvalues of A
and B , respectively.

The assumption L.';  /& 0 implies )#' &)" , which after passing to the
dual action implies

X B
.)# y'n/D

X B
.)" y n/

X A
.)" y n/D

X A
.)# y'n/:

Consider now the first equation above. Since all the sums involved converge abso-
lutely we have

)#
X By'n D 0

which implies X B
.)" y n/D 0:

Using Lemma 4.3 b), this implies that the obstruction for  is not only multiplied
by & under the action of B , but is also multiplied by % under the action of A, i.e.,
%

P B y n D P B y An. By iterating this equation we obtain

%k
X B y n D

X B y Akn;
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for every k 2 !. Therefore

(4.13)
X

k2!

%k
X B y n D

X

k2!

X B y Akn:

The series in the left-hand side of (4.13) does not converge unless
P B y n D 0 while

the right-hand side of (4.13) converges absolutely by Lemma 4.3 b). Therefore
P B y n D 0, for all n¤ 0. Similarly

P Ay'n D 0, for all n¤ 0.
By Lemma 4.2, the formal solutions of each equation in (4.12) are C1 func-

tions. Moreover, they coincide. Indeed, if ! solves the second equation, i.e.,
)#! D  , then

)")#! D)" D)#':

Since operators )" and )# commute this implies

)#.)"! ' '/D 0:

As in Lemma 3.2 the ergodicity of A and B implies that )# and )" are injective
operators on C1. Therefore )"! D ' , i.e., ! solves the first equation as well.

(ii) The general case. If A and B are not simultaneously diagonalizable then
choose a basis in which A has its Jordan normal form. Since A and B commute any
root space for A is B invariant. Therefore, in this basis B has a block diagonal form.
Let JA D .aij / be an m"m matrix which consists of blocks of A corresponding to
the eigenvalue %; i.e., let ai i D % for all i D 1; : : : ; m and ai;iC1 D (i 2 f0; 1g for
all i D 1; : : : ; m'1. Let JB D .bij / be the corresponding block of B where bi i D&

for all i D 1; : : : ; m (& is an eigenvalue of B) and bij D 0 for all m ! i > j ! 1.
Then because of the fact that A and B commute, by simply comparing coefficients,
it is easy to obtain the following relation which the coefficients of A and B must
satisfy

(4.14) (ibki D (kbkC1;iC1

for any fixed k between 1 and m' 1 and for all i D kC 1; : : : ; m' 1.
For any such pair of blocks JA and JB the equations (3.12) split into equations

of the form

JA$'$ ıAD‚(4.15)

JB$'$ ıB D‰

and the condition L.RA; RB/D 0 splits as

(4.16) JB‚'‚ ıB D JA‰'‰ ıA:

Let the coordinate functions of ‚ and ‰ be 'i and  i (i D 1; : : : ; m), respectively.
Then we look for functions !i (i D 1; : : : ; m) which solve the equations above and
whose norm can be compared to the norm of ‚ and ‰.
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Since JA and JB are upper diagonal, it is easy to obtain!m. Namely, from (4.16)
we have that 'm and  m satisfy the condition L.'m;  m/D)#'m ')" m D 0.
Therefore, using part (i), there exist !m which solves simultaneously the last of m
pairs of equations in (4.15), namely the equations )"!m D 'm and )#!m D  m.
Moreover, the estimate

(4.17) k!mka"ı $ Ca

ı%
k'm;  mka $ Ca

ı%
k‚;‰ka

follows from Lemma 4.2 for a ! maxf j log j"jj
log & ; j log j#jj

log + g where " and 1 are growth
rates in the hyperbolic direction corresponding to A and B , respectively. Now the
.m' 1/-st pair of equations in (4.15) is

)"!m"1 C (m"1!m D 'm"1(4.18)

)#!m"1 C bm"1;m!m D  m"1;

while the cocycle condition for 'm"1 and  m"1 from (4.16) is

(4.19) )#'m"1 C bm"1;m D)" m"1 C (m"1 m"1:

By substituting 'm D)"!m and  m D)#!m into (4.19), we obtain that

L.'m"1 ' (m"1!m;  m"1 ' bm"1;m!m/D 0;

where the norm of both functions, on which the operator L acts, due to the esti-
mate (4.17), can be bounded by the norm of ‚ and ‰ with a small loss. Now we
may use the part (i) again to conclude that there exists some !m"1 solving the
system (4.18) and such that the following estimate holds:

(4.20) k!m"1ka"2ı $ Ca

ı2%
k‚;‰ka:

Now we proceed by induction. Fix k between 1 and m' 2 and assume that for
all i ! k, we have obtained a solution !i with the appropriate estimate, i.e., for
every i D kC 1; : : : ; m we have a C1 function !i which solves the i-th pair of
equations of (4.15):

)"!i C (i!iC1 D 'i(4.21)

)#!i C
mX

lDiC1

bil!l D  i

and that the following estimates hold:

(4.22) k!ika".m"iC1/ı $ Ca

ı.m"iC1/%
k‚;‰ka:
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We wish to find !k that solves the k-th pair of equations in (4.15):

)"!k C (k!kC1 D 'k(4.23)

)#!k C
mX

iDkC1

bki!i D  k;

providing that the k-th equation in (4.16) is satisfied by 'k and  k; i.e.,

(4.24) )#'k C
mX

iDkC1

bki'i D)" k C (k kC1:

Now we use the fact that all the subsequent pairs of equations are solved;
i.e., we substitute all 'i for i D kC 1; : : : ; m and the  kC1 into (4.24) using their
expression as in (4.21). This implies

)#'k C
mX

iDkC1

.bki)
"!i C (ibki!iC1/

D)" k C (k)
#!kC1 C

mX

iDkC1

bkC1;iC1!iC1:

Since A and B commute, we can use the equations (4.14) for the coefficients and
the linearity of operators )" and )# to simplify the above expression to

)#.'k ' (k!kC1/D)"

#
 k '

mX

iDkC1

bki!i

$
:

Thus the functions 'k ' (k!kC1 and  k ' Pm
iDkC1 bki!i satisfy the solvability

condition L.'k ' (k!kC1;  k ' Pm
iDkC1 bki!i /D 0, they are C1 and therefore

we may use the part (i) again to conclude that the pair of equations (4.23) has a
common C1 solution !k . As a consequence of assumptions (4.22) this solution
satisfies the estimate

(4.25) k!kka".m"kC1/ı $ Ca

ı.m"kC1/%
k‚;‰ka:

Since k is an arbitrary integer between 1 and m' 1 it follows that there exists
a solution $ to (4.15) providing that the condition (4.16) is satisfied. This can be
repeated for all corresponding blocks of A and B . Since the maximal size of a
Jordan block is bounded by N , we obtain the following estimate for the norm of
the C1 solution $ of the system )A$DRA, )B$DRB :

(4.26) k$ka"Nı $ Ca

ıN%
kRA; RBka:

Here, a is any number satisfying a > m0 Dm0.A;B/, and

(4.27) m0.A;B/
defD max

i
max

% j log j%i jj
log "

;
j log j&i jj

log 1;

&
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where the first maximum is taken over all pairs of eigenvalues %i ;&i of A and
B , respectively. Of course, the constant Ca has been changing throughout the
procedure. It only depends on the matrices A and B and the dimension N of the
torus, besides a.

As before, by fixing ı and using the norm comparison, this implies the esti-
mate (4.10) for C r norm as well, with the loss of maxfN C 2; Œm0.A;B/-g deriva-
tives. !

4.5. Construction of projections. As before, let ˛ denote the linear action
generated by A and B . Given smooth functions ' ,  and ', which satisfy the
equation L.';  /D ', we construct a tame solution for the same equation, namely
we construct C1 functions &' and & such that L.&';& / D ' and such that
their norms are bounded by norms of ' with fixed loss of regularity. The tame
estimates are obtained by using the growth estimates for the orbits of the dual
action from Section 4.3.

Applying Lemma 4.5 inductively, Lemma 4.6 gives a tame solution for the
equation L.&‚;&‰/D ˆ given that L.‚;‰/D ˆ for some C1 maps ‚;‰;ˆ
on the torus.

The operator L is linear thus in the set-up of Section 3.3, the maps %RA WD
RA ' &RA and %RB WDRB ' &RB are C1 maps of the same order as R, so that
the pair .%RA;%RB/ is a projection of .RA; RB/ to the space of pairs of maps
which induce ˛ twisted cocycles over ˛. In other words, the projections satisfy
L.%RA;%RB/ D 0 and are of the same order as RA and RB . The appropriate
estimates are contained in Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6.

Remark. Even though we use the same letter % to denote projections of both maps
RA and RB we note that the construction for %RA and %RB is not the same for
both maps. So in this context % should be viewed as a projection of the pair
.RA; RB/ into the space of pairs which generate ˛ twisted cocycle over the linear
action ˛.

The construction of projections gives an approximate solution to the linearized
equation (3.4). Namely, since L.%RA;%RB/D 0, Lemma 4.4 implies that there
exists a common smooth solution to the equations )A$D %RA and )B$D %RB

which is of the same order as .RA; RB/. Then $ is an approximate solution
of (3.12) because the error is of the order of .&RA;&RB/ which is of the order
of L.RA; RB/, and this is small with respect to .RA; RB/ as demonstrated in
Lemma 4.7. This estimate for the error is then used in Section 5 as a base for
KAM iteration.

To give some intuition behind the construction of projections we recall first
that from Lemma 4.4 the kernel of the operator L coincides with the space of
twisted coboundaries, so the obstructions in the dual space described in Lemma 4.2
all vanish for any pair of maps in the kernel of L. Thus to construct projection
to the kernel of L we simply subtract the obstructions (the part we subtract is
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.&';& / and the rest .%';% / is in the kernel of L). The obstructions are defined
on dual orbits of B (or A) and are invariant under B (or A), so we have some
freedom in choosing the projection in such a way that the estimates are optimal.
To construct .&';& / we concentrate the obstruction on each dual orbit for one
of the generators, say B, on a single point of the dual orbit and we choose this
point so that it has large expanding and large contracting components with respect
to the action of B . Then the needed comparison that & projection is of the same
order as L.';  / comes from the fact that obstructions of  along the dual orbit
of B are comparable to the sum of Fourier coefficients of L.';  / along the two-
dimensional dual orbit of the action generated by A and B . This is where the
estimates for the growth along the dual orbits of the full !2 action generated by
A and B from Lemma 4.3, as well as the assumption that all nontrivial AkB l are
ergodic, play the crucial role.

LEMMA 4.5. Let ' ,  , and ' be C1 functions such that L.';  /D)#' '
)" D ', then it is possible to split ' and  as

' D %' ' &'

 D % C & 

so that L.%';% /D 0, L.&';& /D ' and the following estimates hold:

(4.28) k&';& kC r $ Ck'kC rC!

for any r > 0 and any * > 'M";# and

(4.29) k%';% kC r $ Ck';  kC rC!

for any r > 0 and any * > PM";#. As % and & are eigenvalues of A and B , constants
'M";# and PM";# depend only on A, B and the dimension of the torus and are

precisely defined below (see (4.37) and (4.44)).

Proof. (i) Construction of %';% ;&' and & . Let us call n 2 !2 minimal
and denote it by nmin if n is the lowest point on its B orbit in the sense that n,!3.B/

and Bn,!1; 2.B/ (for the definition of “,!”, see Section 4.1). There is one such
minimal point on each nontrivial dual B orbit, we choose one on each dual B orbit
and denote it by nmin.

Now let & 
defD P b& nen where

(4.30) b& n
defD

(
&

P B y n; nD nmin,
0; otherwise

for n¤ 0 and b& 0
defD 0. Let ! defD P y!nen where

y!n
defD

8
<

:

P
+

B y n; n,!1; 2.B/

' P
–

B y n; n,!3.B/
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for n 2 !N n f0g and y!0 D .&' 1/"1 y 0. Let

(4.31) % 
defD )#! D &! '! ıB:

Then it is easy to check that

 D % C & :

In (ii) and (iii) below we will show that both % and & are smooth functions
such that % is of the order of  , and & is the order of '.

Let us define %' as

(4.32) %'
defD )"!:

Then L.%';% /D 0 since operators )" and )# commute due to the commuta-
tivity of the generators A and B . Therefore, by defining &' as

(4.33) &'
defD ' ' %';

we obtain L.&';& /D '; i.e.,

(4.34) )#&' D)"& C':

Since operators )# and )" are bounded, if & is proved to be smooth with
norm comparable to some norm of ', then by Lemma 4.2 the same holds true for
&' as a solution of equation (4.34). (The operator )# is injective on C1 whenever
&¤ 1. This fact is contained in the proof of the Lemma 3.2 and is a consequence
of the ergodicity of B .)

(ii) Estimates for %' and % . The following estimate follows from the defi-
nition of ! in (i) and is obtained as in the proof of Lemma 4.2:

(4.35) k!ka"ı"(";B
$ Ca

ı%
k ka

for any a > /#;B and any ı > 0, where

(4.36) /#;B
defD N C 1

log 1
j log j&jj:

The extra loss of /#;B appears here because the obstructions
PB y do not

vanish and j&j may be different than 1, just as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, parts
b) and c). Here, 1>1 is the constant coming from the exponential growth in the
hyperbolic direction for B (as " is for A in (4.2)). Since operators )# and )" are
bounded in any k %ka norm, this also implies the following estimate for % and %' :

k% ;%'ka"ı"(";B
$ Ca

ı%
k ka;

which, in particular, implies the corresponding estimate (4.29) for C r norms for
% and %' with the loss of

(4.37) PM";#
defD N C 2C Œ/#;B -

derivatives.
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(iii) Estimates for & and &' . To estimate & we need to bound
X B y n in

case n,!3.B/ and Bn,!1; 2.B/ with respect to '. Since )#' D)" C ', the
obstructions for )" C' with respect to B vanish; therefore

)"
X B y n D '

X By'n:

Iterating this equation with respect to A we obtain

X B y n C%"l lim
l!1

X B
%"l y Al n D '

lX

iD0

X By'Ai n:

From Lemma 4.3 b) the limit above is 0. By iterating backwards and applying the
same reasoning, we obtain

(4.38)
X B O n D

X
–

A X By'n D '
X

+

A X By'n:

In the notation of Lemma 4.3 c), (4.38) implies that for n 2 !N which is minimal
on its B orbit, we have

b& n D SH C.'; n/D 'SH !.'; n/;

where HC is the set of lattice points .l; k/ in !2 with positive l and H" the set of
points with negative l . Then according to Lemma 4.3 d), the needed estimate for
& with respect to ' follows if in at least one of the half-spaces H" and HC the
dual action satisfies some polynomial lower bound for every nD nmin.

In case Bn,!2.B/ for all l and all k we obviously have

(4.39) jAlBknj ! C jl j"N jkj"N jnjI
thus the polynomial estimate needed for the application of part c) of Lemma 4.3 is
satisfied both in HC and H" for such n.

However in the other case, i.e., when Bn,!1.B/, the same estimate holds
either in HC or in H". This follows from the fact that in this case (n,!3.B/ and
Bn,!1.B/), n is substantially large both in the expanding and in the contracting
direction for B .

To see this we let ni1 and ni3 be (large) projections of n to some expanding
and contracting Lyapunov subspaces Vi1 and Vi2 for B with Lyapunov exponents
0i1 and 0i2 , respectively; i.e., let

kni1k ! C jnj and kni3k ! C jnj;
where C is some fixed positive number. Then (assuming for the moment that ˛ is
semisimple) this implies

jAlBknj ! C

rX

iD1

exp0i .l; k/knik(4.40)

! C.exp0i1.l; k/C exp0i3.l; k//jnj:
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Now we notice that the union H of half-spaces f.l; k/ W 0i1.l; k/! 0g and f.l; k/ W
0i3.l; k/ ! 0g covers either HC or H". Namely, for any k 2 !, .l; k/ is in H if
l
!

log j"i1
j

log j#i1
j ' log j"i3

j
log j#i3

j
"

! 0 and this is true for l ! 0 or for l $ 0 depending on the

sgn
!

log j"i1
j

log j#i1
j ' log j"i3

j
log j#i3

j
"

. Here %i3 ;%i1 and &i3 ;&i1 are corresponding eigenvalues
of A and B , respectively. Therefore, from (4.40) we obtain

jAlBknj ! C jnj

in HC or in H" if ˛ is semisimple. If ˛ is not semisimple, then it decomposes
a product of its semisimple and its unipotent part. For the semisimple part we
use the estimate above and in the unipotent part only a polynomial growth may
occur. This implies that (4.39) holds in HC or in H" for a general (not necessarily
semisimple) ˛.

Now choose the half-space in which the estimate (4.39) holds, that is choose
one of the sums SH C.'; n/ or SH !.'; n/. Then the assumptions of d) in Lemma
4.3 are satisfied for one of the sums above SH C or SH ! and therefore the estimate
for & follows:

(4.41) k& ka"ı"(.#;"/;˛
$ Ca

ı%
k'ka

for any a > /.";#/;˛ and any ı > 0, where

(4.42) /.";#/;˛
defD N C 1

.
.j log j&jj C j log j%jj/:

Here, . D ..A;B/ > 0 is the constant chosen as in the Lemma 4.3 a).
As we mentioned in part (i), by construction we have )#&' D)"& C '.

This by using Lemma 4.2 implies the following estimate for &' with respect to ':

(4.43) k&'ka"ı"(.#;"/;˛
$ Ca

ı%
k'ka

for any a > /.";#/;˛ and any ı > 0. This implies the C r estimate (4.28) for & 

and &' with the loss * > 'M";#, where

(4.44) 'M";#
defD N C 2C Œ/.";#/;˛-

where /.";#/;˛ is defined in (4.42). !

LEMMA 4.6. For two C1 maps RA and RB with L.RA; RB/ D ˆ, there
exists a splitting

RA D %RA C &RA

RB D %RB C &RB

such that
L.%RA;%RB/D 0; L.&RA;&RB/Dˆ
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k%RA;%RBkC r $ CrkRA; RBkC rC!(4.45)

k&RA;&RBkC r $ CrkˆkC rC!(4.46)

for any r > 0 and * >M DM.A;B;N /, where constant M depends only on the
dimension of the torus and the linear action and is defined below (see (4.60)).

Proof. If A and B are semisimple, then the statement follows directly from
Lemma 4.5 as the condition L.RA; RB/Dˆ splits into finitely many equations of
the type

)#' ')" D ';

where ' ,  , and ' are C1 functions.
Now assume that A and B are not simultaneously diagonalizable and choose

a basis in which A is in its Jordan normal form with some nontrivial Jordan blocks.
Then in the same basis B has block diagonal form and as in Lemma 4.4 we can
take m"m blocks JA and JB corresponding to eigenvalues % and & of A and B ,
respectively, and split L.RA; RB/Dˆ into equations

(4.47) JB‚'‚ ıB 'JA‰C‰ ıADˆ;

where, as in Lemma 4.4, we take JA D .aij / to be anm"mmatrix which consists of
blocks of A corresponding to the eigenvalue %, i.e., ai i D % for all i D 1; : : : ; m and
ai;iC1 D (i 2 f0; 1g for all i D 1; : : : ; m'1 and JB D .bij / to be the corresponding
block of B where bi i D & for all i D 1; : : : ; m (& is an eigenvalue of B) and
bij D 0 for all m! i > j ! 1. Equation (4.47) splits into m equations. For every
k D 1; : : : ; m we have the following equation which we call .EQ/k:

(4.48)
#
)#'k C

mX

iDkC1

bki'i

$
' .)" k C (k kC1/D 'k

where 'i ,  i , and 'i are coordinate functions of ‚, ‰, and ˆ, respectively, in the
basis in which A is in its Jordan normal form. In the special case when 'k D 0,
then we denote equation (4.48) by .EQ/0

k
. Clearly, for kDm the equation .EQ/m

is simply

)#'m ')" m D 'm;

which by Lemma 4.5 implies the existence of the splitting

'm D %'m C &'m D)"!m C &'m(4.49)

 m D % m C & m D)#!m C & m;

where !m, &'m, & m, %'m D )"!m, and % m D )#!m are C1 functions
satisfying the estimates:
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k&'m;& mka".ıC(/ $ Ca

ı%
kˆka;(4.50)

k!mka".ıC(/ $ Ca

ı%
k‚;‰ka;

k%'m;% mka".ıC(/ $ Ca

ı%
k‚;‰ka;

where we let / defD maxf/.";#/;˛; /#;Bg (see the proof of Lemma 4.5, (4.42), (4.36)).
Now we proceed by induction. Fix k between 1 and m' 1 and assume that

for all i D kC 1; : : : ; m we already have the splitting

'i D %'i C &'i D)"!i C &'i ;(4.51)

 i D % i C & i D)#!i C & i ;

where !i , %'i D)"!i , % i D)#!i , &'i and & i are C1 functions satisfying
the following estimates:

k&'i ;& ika".m"iC1/.ıC(/ $ Ca

ı.m"iC1/%
kˆka;(4.52)

k!ika".m"iC1/.ıC(/ $ Ca

ı.m"iC1/%
k‚;‰ka;

k%'i ;% ika".m"iC1/.ıC(/ $ Ca

ı.m"iC1/%
k‚;‰ka;

and such that %'i and % i satisfy the equation .EQ/0i (4.48).
By substituting from (4.51) the expressions for 'i and  i for all i D k C

1; : : : ; m into (4.48), we obtain
(4.53)

)#.'k ' (k!kC1/')". k '
mX

iDkC1

bki!i /D 'k ' (k& kC1 '
mX

iDkC1

bki &'i :

Then using Lemma 4.5 again we can obtain !k , &'k and & k such that

'k ' (k!kC1 D)"!k C &'k(4.54)

 k '
mX

iDkC1

bki!i D)#!k C & k

with estimates for &'k and & k following from (4.52) and (4.53):

k&'k;& kka".m"kC1/.ıC(/ $ Ca

ı.m"kC1/%
kˆka;(4.55)

k!kka".m"kC1/.ıC(/ $ Ca

ı.m"kC1/%
k‚;‰ka;

k%'k;% kka".m"kC1/.ıC(/ $ Ca

ı.m"kC1/%
k‚;‰ka;
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where we define %'k and % k as

%'k D)"!k C (k!kC1;(4.56)

%'k D)"!k C
mX

iDkC1

bki!i :

Now checking that %'k and % k are “good”, i.e., that they satisfy the equation
.EQ/0

k
, is easily done just by substitution. At this point however one has to use

the coefficients relations (4.14) which were derived in Lemma 4.4 from the fact
that A and B commute.

Since the maximal size of a Jordan block of A is less than N , we can estimate
&‚ and &‰ in the k % ka"N.ıC(/ norm

(4.57) k&‚;&‰ka"N.ıC(/ $ Ca

ıN%
kˆka

and similarly for the maps %' and % :

(4.58) k%‚;%‰ka"N.ıC(/ $ Ca

ıN%
k‚;‰ka:

If repeated for all Jordan blocks, this produces the required splitting

(4.59) RA D %RA C &RA RB D %RB C &RB ;

which satisfies the conditions and the estimates in the statement. Since we use
repeatedly Lemma 4.5 the C r estimates (4.45) and (4.46) hold for * > M D
M.A;B;N /, where

(4.60) M
defD N C 2CNŒmaxfmax

i
/#i ;B ;max

i
/."i ;#i /;˛g-;

where the first maximum in i is taken over all eigenvalues &i of B (here /#i ;B are
numbers defined in (4.36)) and the second maximum in i is taken over all pairs of
corresponding eigenvalues %i and &i of A and B (here /."i ;#i /;˛ are the numbers
defined in (4.42)). !

The following lemma shows that ˆD L.RA; RB/ cannot be large if ˛CR is
a commutative action. It is in fact quadratically small with respect to R.

LEMMA 4.7. If z̨ D ˛CR is a commutative C1 action of an abelian group
A by toral automorphisms, with ˛ linear, then for r ! 0

(4.61) kL.RA; RB/kC r $ CrkRA; RBkC r kRA; RBkC rC1

where RA DR.g1/; RB DR.g2/ and g1; g2 2 A.

Proof.
z̨A ı z̨B D z̨B ı z̨A

.ACRA/ ı .B CRB/D .B CRB/ ı .ACRA/

RA ı .B CRB/'BRA DRB ı .ACRA/'ARB :
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Therefore,

L.RA; RB/D 'RA ıB CBRA CRB ıA'ARB

D ' .RB ı .ACRA/'RB ıA/C .RA.B CRB/'RA ıB/ :

Then from the Taylor’s formula with integral remainder

RB ı .ACRA/'RB ıAD
Z 1

0
DRB.AC tRA/RAdt

just as in [31], it follows that

kRB ı .ACRA/'RB ıAkC 0 $ CrkRBkC 1kRAkC 0 :

A similar estimate holds for RA.B CRB/'RA ıB .
The estimate (4.61) for C r norms, even if a bit less obvious, follows similarly

(see for example [28, Appendix II]):

kL.RA; RB/kC r $ Cr.kRBkC rC1kRAkC r C kRAkC rC1kRBkC r /

$ CrkRA; RBkC r kRA; RBkC rC1 : !

5. Proof of Theorem 1

Assuming z̨ is a C1 perturbation of ˛, and that the difference RD z̨ '˛ is
small in some C l norm (where l is fixed and will be determined in the proof; see
(5.12)) we show that z̨ is smoothly conjugate to ˛. The conjugacy is produced for
the two ergodic generators and by Lemma 3.2 it works for all elements of the action.
This proof is similar to the iterative proof in [31]. We refer to Section 8 for a short
discussion on possible variations of the proof below and possible applications of
generalized implicit function theorems in this set-up.

5.1. Smoothing. Following the scheme described in Section 3.3 at each step
of the iterative procedure we solve the linearized equation (3.12)

A$'$ ıAD 'RA; B$'$ ıAD 'RB

approximately. By results of the Section 4.5 we have that the linearized equation
(3.12) has an approximate solution $ which is C1 although we can only compare
its norm in C r to the norm of R in C rC$ where * is large but fixed. The error
is &R and is by construction in Section 4.5, comparable to L.RA; RB/. Thus it is
small with respect to R by Lemma 4.7, but comparison again comes with fixed loss
of derivatives. The loss of derivatives might be a large number (depending of the
hyperbolicity properties of the linear action), but it only depends on the dimension
of the torus and the unperturbed linear action. To overcome this fixed loss of
derivatives at each step of the iteration process, it is standard (see for example [38])
to introduce a family of smoothing operators fSJ ; J 2 $g. Then instead of solving
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approximately (3.12) we solve approximately the following system:

A$'$ ıAD 'SJRA(5.1)

B$'$ ıB D 'SJRB :

For a C1 function f D P
n

Ofn0n we define SJf as

SJf
defD

X

jnj<J

Ofn0n:

Then the smoothing operators satisfy

kSJf kaCb $ J bkf ka(5.2)

kSJf kC aCb $ J bC$kf kC a ;

where a > b > 0 and * >N C 1. Also,

k.I 'SJ /f ka"b $ J"bkf ka(5.3)

k.I 'SJ /f kC a!b $ CJ"bC$kf kC a

for a > b > * >N C 1. These simple smoothing operators are convenient in our
setting since they are well behaved with respect to the operator L. Namely, we
have

L.SJf; SJg/D SJ
$
.L.f; g//C "> J

$
;

where 2 is a constant depending on A and B and the last term in the expression
above consists of pieces of Fourier series for f and g involving only terms with
jnj> J

,
. This implies the following estimates:

kL.SJf; SJg/ka $ kSJ
$
.L.f; g//ka CCJ"bkf; gkaCb(5.4)

kL.SJf; SJg/kC r $ kSJ
$
.L.f; g//kC rC! CCJ"bC$kf; gkC rCb

$ J 2$kL.f; g/kC r CCJ"bC$kf; gkC rCb

for any a > 0, b > * >N C 1, r ! 0.

5.2. Iterative step and the error estimate. At each step of the iterative scheme
we first choose an appropriate smoothing operator SJ . In order to solve approxi-
mately (5.1) we use Lemma 4.6 to obtain the splitting

SJRA D %.SJRA/C &.SJRA/

SJRB D %.SJRB/C &.SJRB/

so that L.%.SJRA/;%.SJRB//D 0. Now from Lemma 4.4 the system

A$'$ ıAD '%.SJRA/

B$'$ ıB D '%.SJRB/
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has an approximate solution $ such that

k$kC r $ Crk%.SJRA/;%.SJRB/kC rC!(5.5)

$ CrkSJRA; SJRBkC rC2!

$ CrJ
3$kRA; RBkC r $ CrJ

3$kRkC r :

Here we used the estimates from Lemma 4.6 and the properties of smoothing (5.2).
As mentioned in the Section 4.1, kRkC r stands for maxfkRAkC r ; kRAkC r g.

The estimate (5.5) holds for any * large enough: * > maxfM;M0g, so that
the estimates in Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.6 hold. Then we form H

defD id C$
(since $ is made small in C 1 throughout the iteration, H is invertible) and

z̨.1/ defD H"1 ı z̨ ıH:
The new error is

R.1/ defD z̨.1/ '˛
and it has two parts:

& the error coming from solving the linearized equation only approximately:

E1 D &.SJR/C .I 'SJ /R; and
& the standard error coming from the linearization

E2 D$ ı z̨.1/ '$ ı˛CR ı .id C$/'R:
Estimate for E1. Using Lemma 4.6 and the properties of smoothing (5.4), for

every b > * we have

k&.SJR/kC 0 $ CkL.SJRA; SJRB/kC !

$ CkSJ
$
L.RA; RB/k

C 2!
CCJ"bC$kRkC !Cb

$ C
h
J 3$kL.RA; RB/kC 0 CJ"bC$kRkC !Cb

i
:

Also, using (5.3),
k.I 'SJ /RkC 0 $ ClJ

"lC$kRkC l

for any l ! * . Let b D l ' * . Thus, using Lemma 4.7, we have

(5.6) kE1kC 0 $ CJ 3$kRkC 0kRkC 1 CCJ"lC2$kRkC l

for l > 2* .
Estimate for E2. The first part of E2 is estimated as follows:

k$ ı z̨.1/ '$ ı˛kC 0 $ Ck$kC 1kz̨.1/ '˛kC 0

D Ck$kC 1kR.1/kC 0 $ 1

4
kR.1/kC 0 I

thus this part is absorbed by kR.1/kC 0 providing k$kC 1 is bounded throughout
the procedure. The second part of E2 we estimate by using (5.5)

(5.7) kR.id C$/'RkC 0 $ CkRkC 1k$kC 0 $ CJ 3$kRkC 1kRkC 0 :
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Estimate of the new error R.1/. By combining (5.6) and (5.7) we obtain an
estimate for the new error:

(5.8) kR.1/kC 0 $ CJ 3$kRkC 1kRkC 0 CCJ"lC2$kRkC l

for any l > 2* . From Q̨ .1/ D H"1 ı z̨ ıH using the fact that $ is !N -periodic
and satisfies the estimate (5.5) we have

(5.9) kR.1/kC l $ ClJ
3$ .1C kRkC l / :

Therefore we have obtained what usually constitutes the basis for the iteration
(see [38] for example), i.e., the “quadratic” estimate (5.8) for the low norm of the
new error and the “linear” estimate (5.9) for some high norm of the new error with
respect to the initial error R.

5.3. Setting up the iterative process. To set up the iterative process we first let

R.0/ DR; z̨.0/ D z̨; H .0/ D id :

Now construct R.n/ inductively for every n for R.n/ choose an appropriate integer
number Jn to obtain SJn

R.n/ which produces, after solving approximately the
linearized equation, new $.n/. Then define

H .n/ D id C$.n/(5.10)

z̨.nC1/ D
!
H .n/

""1
ı z̨.n/ ıH .n/

R.nC1/ D z̨.nC1/ '˛:
Consequently,

z̨.nC1/ D
!
H .n/

""1
ı

!
H .n"1/

""1
ı % % % ı

!
H .0/

""1
ı z̨ ıH .0/ ı % % % ıH .n/

D !"1
n ı z̨ ı !n

where !n
defD H .0/ ı % % % ıH .n/. To ensure the convergence of the process, set

kR.n/kC 0 < "n D ".kn/(5.11)

kR.n/kC l < ""1
n

k$.n/kC 1 < "1=2
n

Jn D "
" 1

3.3!C2/
n

where k D 4
3 . At this point, fix l :

(5.12) l D 23* C 15;

where * D *.A;B;N /D maxfM;M0g is a constant for which the estimates (4.60)
and (4.27) hold. The constant l is chosen so that the process converges and the
convergence is proved in the subsequent section.
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5.4. Convergence. By induction it is proved that all the bounds (5.11) hold
for every n 2 $:

kR.nC1/kC l $ ClJ
3$
n

!
1C kR.n/kC l

"
$ ClJ

3$
n

(
1C ""1

n

)

$ 2ClJ
3$
n ""1

n $ 2Cl"
" 3!

3.3!C2/
n ""1

n < "
" 1

3 "1
n D "

" 4
3

n

D ."nC1/
"1:

From interpolation inequalities it follows that

kR.n/kC 1 $ ClkR.n/k1" 1
l

C 0 kR.n/k
1
l

C l :

Along with (5.8) this implies

kR.nC1/kC 0 $ C

*
"

" 3!
3.3!C2/

n "
1" 1

l
n "

" 1
l

n "n C "
l!2!

3.3!C2/
n ""1

n

+

D C

*
"

" !
3!C2 C2.1" 1

l /
n C "

l!2!
3.3!C2/ "1
n

+
D C

,
"x

n C "y
n

-

$ "
4
3
n D "nC1

providing x > 4
3 , y > 4

3 ; i.e.,

x D ' *

3* C 2
C 2

#
1' 1

l

$
>
4

3

y D l ' 2*
3.3* C 2/

' 1 > 4

3
:

Both inequalities above are satisfied for l ! 23* C 15. We note here that with
more precision (by changing the rate of convergence) the constant l can be made
somewhat smaller (see Section 7.1). Using (5.5) we may check the C 1 bound for
$:

k$.nC1/kC 1 $ C %J 3$C1
n kR.n/kC 0 $ C %J 3$C1

n "n D C % "" 3!C1
3.3!C2/ C1

n

< "
2
3
n D "

1
2

nC1:

Thus for sufficiently small kRkC 0 and kRkC l the process converges to a solution
$ 2 C 1 with k$k(1 < 1

4 .
Now using interpolation inequalities, the fact that the process converges in

any C r norm follows easily just as in [31] or as in [38]. We repeat this argument
here for completeness. For arbitrary m from (5.9) we have

kR.nC1/kC m $ CmJ
3$
n

!
1C kR.n/kC m

"
$ "

" 1
3

n

!
1C kR.n/kC m

"
;

kR.n/kC m $ Cm

n"1Y

%D1

"
" 1

3
% .1C kRkC m/$ ""1

n Cm;
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where in the second line above the constant Cm is Cm WD Cm .1C kRkC m/. Let
mD 3k. Then

kR.n/kC k $ CkkR.n/k
2
3

C 0kR.n/k
1
3

C 3k < Ck"
2
3
n "

" 1
3

n D Ck"
1
3
n ;

k$.n/kC k $ CkJ
3$
n kR.n/kC k $ Ck"

" 3!
3.3!C2/

n "
1
3
n D Ck"

ı
n;

with ıD 2
3.3$C2/

>0 and the constant Ck changing throughout the above procedure,
but it depends only on k and the C 3k norm of the initial perturbation R.

This implies the convergence of the sequence !n in C k norm for every k 2 $,
i.e., the limit ! is a C1 map.

6. Proof of Theorem 2

Definition 2. A C1 foliation " of a manifold M is C1;l;1 locally rigid if
for any sufficiently C l close C1 foliation "0 there exists a C1 diffeomorphism
H of M taking leaves of " to leaves of "0.

Definition 3. An action ˛ of #k on M is C1;l;1 orbit foliation rigid if its
orbit foliation is C1;l;1 locally rigid.

The following lemma is completely general and quite possibly may be found
in the literature. Since we are not aware of a specific reference we provide a proof.

LEMMA 6.1. C1;l;1 local rigidity for an action + of !k by diffeomorphisms
on a manifold M implies C1;l;1 orbit foliation rigidity for the suspension action
˛.+/ on the suspension manifold N.+/.

Proof. Let !W !k ! Diff1.M/ be a representation of !k defining a !k action
+ by diffeomorphisms of M . Let ˛.+/W #k "N.+/ ! N.+/ be the correspond-
ing suspension action with the orbit foliation ".+/ and let z̨ be a C l small C1

perturbation of ˛.+/ with the orbit foliation A".+/ which is C l close to ".+/.
If the perturbation is sufficiently small the orbit foliation of the perturbation

is still transversal to the fibers M of the suspension manifold N.+/. Let Q!W !k !
Diff1.M/ be the holonomy of the perturbed foliation A".+/, defining an action Q+
of !k on M . Then there exists a C1 diffeomorphism H1WN. Q+/! N.+/ taking
leaves of the foliation ". Q+/ of the suspension action over Q+ to the leaves of A".+/
(Theorem 3 in [3, #5.4]).

On the other hand, since + and Q+ are sufficiently C l close, C1 !k actions
there is a C1 conjugacy hWM ! M such that h ı + D Q+ ı h according to our
assumption on the local rigidity of + . This implies the existence of a C1 orbit
equivalence for the corresponding suspensions, i.e., there exists H2WN.+/!N. Q+/
taking leaves of ".+/ to leaves of ". Q+/ (Theorem 2 in [3, #5.4]).

Thus the C1 diffeomorphism H DH1 ıH2 on N.+/ is an orbit equivalence
for actions ˛.+/ and z̨ which implies C1;l;1 orbit foliation rigidity for ˛.+/. !
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It follows from Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 1 that for a given suspension action
and its small perturbation there exists a C1 orbit equivalence taking orbits of the
original to the orbits of the perturbed action. This reduces the question of local
rigidity of suspensions to considering small perturbations along the leaves of orbit
foliation only. However such perturbations are given by #k valued cocycles over
˛.+/.

It is proved in [23, #4.2] that C1 cocycle rigidity of a !k action + by toral
automorphisms implies C1 cocycle rigidity for suspension ˛.+/. For the proof of
C1 cocycle rigidity of a !k action + with k ! 2 and all nontrivial elements of the
ergodic action, we refer to [24] or [18]. (The proof of this fact is also contained
in part (i) of the proof of Lemma 4.4 for untwisted cocycles.) Thus ˛.+/ is C1

cocycle rigid, which implies that perturbations in orbit direction are conjugate to
the original action up to an automorphism of #k . This completes the proof of
Theorem 2.

7. Comments on finitely differentiable and analytic case
7.1. Finitely differentiable case. It is clear that all the arguments in the proof

of Theorem 1 only use a finite number of derivatives so that our rigidity results in a
modified form hold when the perturbed action ˛ is only finitely differentiable. We
discuss now specific modifications which appear this way.

Let R be Cm. Then the estimate (4.10) for the approximate solution of the
linearized equation obtained in Lemma 4.4 still holds if m > * , where * > M0

and M0 is defined in (4.27). Similarly, the estimates (4.45) and (4.46) obtained in
Lemma 4.6 which are used later in the proof of the Theorem 1 (Section 5) hold
when R is Cm and m>M , where M is defined in (4.60). Now the iterative proof
in Section 5 applies in the following setting.

Let ˛ be a !k action by automorphisms of "N as in the statement of Theorem 1.
Let * 2 $ be a fixed number greater than constantsM (in (4.60)) andM0 (in (4.27))
defined in Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6.

The convergence set-up is the same as in the Section 5.3, the modification only
comes in determining the speed of the convergence. Instead of (5.11) now we set

kR.n/kC 0 < "n D ".kn/;(7.1)

kR.n/kC l < ""1
n ;

k$.n/kC 1 < "
2!k

k
n ;

Jn D "
" k!1

.3!C2/
n ;

where 1 < k < 2. While making sure that these bounds hold for every n, we will
obtain a lower bound on l which depends on the speed of convergence k.

We first check the bound for the C l norm using the estimate (5.9):

(7.2) kR.nC1/kC l $ ClJ
3$
n .1C kR.n/kCl

/$ C 0
l "

".k"1/
n ""1

n D ""1
nC1:
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Using (5.5) it is easy to check the bound for $:

(7.3) k$.n/kC 1 $ C"
" k!1

3!C2 .3$C1/
n "n $ "2"k

n $ "
2!k

k

nC1:

Now for the C 0 bound we have, as in Section 5.4, using (5.8) and the inter-
polation estimates:

kR.nC1/kC l $ ClJ
3$
n kR.n/kC 1kR.n/kC 0 CClJ

"lC2$
n kR.n/kC l

$ ClJ
3$
n kR.n/k2" 1

l

C 0 kR.n/k
1
l

C l CClJ
"lC2$
n kR.n/kC l

$ Cl"
" 3!.k1/

3!C2
n "

2" 1
l

n "
" 1

l
n C "

" .k!1/.!lC2!/
3!C2

n ""1
n

$ "
"kC3" 2

l
n C "

.k!1/.l!2!/
3!C2 "1

n :

Thus if 'kC3' 2
l
>k and .k"1/.l"2$/

3$C2 '1> k then we have kR.nC1/kC l $ "nC1.
The first condition gives l > 2

3"2k
and the second one l > 2* C kC1

k"1
.3* C 2/.

The first condition is satisfied already for l > 2. The second one actually gives
the dependence on k. Namely, as the speed of convergence k approaches 2, the
lower bound for l approaches l0 WD 11* C 6. Thus if one chooses l D l0 C ı for
ı > 0, then it is possible to choose the rate of convergence k D k.ı/ so that all the
bounds (7.1) hold for every n.

This implies the convergence of the procedure in C 1 norm. Therefore, the
perturbation needs to be close to the initial action in C l with l (only) strictly larger
than l0, in order to obtain a C 1 solution.

To obtain more derivatives for the solution, we need to assume that the per-
turbation is more regular than C l0Cı . Again, at this point we use interpolation
inequalities. Assume that the initial perturbation is Cm and let 1 < r < m. As
in Section 5.4 it is easy to check that one has kR.n/kC m $ Cm"

"1
n kR.0/kC m .

Therefore we have

kR.n/kC r $ CkR.n/k1" r
m

C 0 kR.n/k
r
m

C m < Cm"
1"2 r

m
n

k$.n/kC r $ CJ 3$
n kR.n/kC r $ Cm"

".k"1/ 3!
.3!C2/

n "
1"2 r

m
n :

Therefore, in order to obtain a solution of order r , we need that r
m < 1' k

2 .
So if the perturbation is C1 then for any l > l0 the solution is C1 with k chosen
close to 2 if l is close to l0 as described above.

Now if the perturbation is only Cm and close to the unperturbed action in C l

for some l > l0, then choose k so that l > 2* C kC1
k"1

.3* C 2/, that is choose k
close to but larger than k0.l/D lC5$C2

l"3$"2
2 .1; 2/. Then the solution is C r for every

r < .1' k0.l/
2 /m.

7.2. Analytic case. Now suppose the perturbed action ˛ is real analytic. A
natural question is whether the unique C1 conjugacy with the linear action is also
analytic.
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Both estimates in Lemma 4.2 and in part d) in Section 4.3 can be obtained
in the category of analytic spaces A$ allowing arbitrary small loss of domain ı
in all directions and assuming that there is no growth for the action in the neutral
direction.

The algebraic part of the proof of Lemma 4.5 holds too, thus one can define
maps & , &' , % , and %' . The analytic estimates for the & and % with small
loss of domain hold (for estimating % we need to use that ' and  are small with
respect to L.';  / and thus quadratically small with respect to  which follows by
using Cauchy estimates for L.';  /). The problem is that the estimates for other
functions, &' and %' , can be obtained by this method only in a domain which is
in some directions much smaller than the initial one (multiplied by a constant less
than one coming from the contraction of some directions by the action of A). Such
a loss at every iterative step cannot lead to a convergence. Thus, lack of analytic
result may be due to specific constructions in Section 4.5 but it may also be due to
the highly hyperbolic nature of the problem at hand.

8. On the application of general implicit function theorems
The iterative procedure carried out in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 relies essentially

on the result of Lemma 4.6. Taking into account Lemmas 4.4 and 4.7, the result of
Lemma 4.6 can be interpreted as there exists an approximate right inverse for the
operator

T0W$ 7! ˛$'$ ı˛
in the C1 category, with tame estimates for the C r norms. Operator T0 maps
C1 maps on the torus to C1 ˛-twisted cocycles over the action ˛. (Note. As
before ˛ denotes here the unperturbed linear !k action on the torus "N by ergodic
automorphisms.) Now, operator T0 is simply the linearization of the conjugacy
operator

)WH !H"1 ı˛ ıH
which takes the space of C1 diffeomorphisms of "N to the space Act1.!k;"N /

of smooth actions. Thus what we needed for the convergence in Section 5.4 is
only an approximate right inverse of the linearization of ) at the identity. The
identity is in our set-up the initial guess for the solution. Let us denote by TH the
linearization of ) at H when H is not the identity.

It is obvious that the problem of finding a conjugacy for an arbitrary small
perturbation of an action is a problem of inverting a nonlinear operator, and it can
also be viewed as an implicit function problem.

After the first results of Kolmogorov, Arnold and Moser where the method
of linearization and successive iterations was applied to produce a solution to a
nonlinear problem, there were several generalizations and refinements of those
iterative schemes. These results are labeled in literature as “hard implicit function
theorems” or “generalized implicit function theorems”. Typically, these results
state that under certain conditions on the linearization of the nonlinear operator in
some neighborhood of the initial guess (most importantly, assuming existence of
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an approximate or an exact right inverse of the linearization) there exists a solution
to the nonlinear problem.

Below we discuss two such results and we discuss why they can be applied
to the problem treated in Theorem 1, or not.

One of early generalized implicit function theorems is due to Zehnder in 1975
[38, Theorem 3.1]. The main requirement for the application of Zehnder’s theorem
in the set-up of Theorem 1 is existence of an approximate right inverse of the lin-
earization TH for H in a neighborhood of the initial guess. However, his condition
on how approximate should the right inverse be at the initial guess, is too strong for
our purposes: it requires an exact right inverse at the initial guess. This is clearly
something we cannot produce in our situation: existence of an exact right inverse
at the identity would imply that the space of perturbations lifts to a space of ˛
twisted cocycles, which is not true. (As explained in Section 3.3 the linearization
produces only almost ˛ twisted cocycles, not actual ˛ twisted cocycles.)

On the other hand, at the end of his paper Zehnder makes a very important re-
mark that due to the algebraic structure of conjugacy classes, the main requirement
of his result concerning existence of an approximate right inverse in a neighbor-
hood, can be relaxed to existence of an approximate right inverse of the lineariza-
tion operator at the initial guess only. However, this is not proved explicitly in [38]
and it is not clear from the remark what would be exactly the modifications in the
result [38, Theorem 3.1] if one restricts it to conjugacy operator. It is possible that
Zehnder’s result can be adapted in this direction, so that it can be applied in the
set-up of Theorem 1 to substitute for explicit proof of convergence in Section 5.4.
This would only slightly improve the result in the finitely differentiable case due
to the more optimal use of smoothing operator’s in Zehnder’s work, but it would
result in considerable divergence from the main issue of the current paper.

The second result we wish to discuss applies in the set-up of Theorem 1,
although it does not apply in the finitely differentiable set-up. This is the Nash-
Moser theorem for exact sequences due to Hamilton [15, Theorem 3.1.1] in 1982,
an extremely convenient result when one is dealing with rigidity of group actions.
We refer to [12] for an excellent account on application of Nash-Moser theorem
for exact sequences to rigidity of actions of finitely generated finitely presented
groups, and we restrict here just to few remarks relative to the current paper.

The commutativity relation in the acting group induces an operator * which
takes a pair of diffeomorphisms to their commutator. Let M).H/ be the lineariza-
tion of * at ).H/, and let M0 be the linearization of * at ˛ D ).id/. The main
requirement for the application of Hamilton’s theorem is existence of a splitting of
the short exact sequence of operators M).H/TH D 0 in the neighborhood of the
initial guess. In the current paper Lemma 4.4 shows that M0T0 D 0 indeed holds,
and Lemma 4.6 shows the existence of the splitting for the short exact sequence
M0T0 D 0. (The operator M0 restricted to two generators is the operator L which
is discussed in Section 4.)
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Zehnder’s remark that the algebraic structure of conjugacy problems relaxes
the conditions of his theorem, has been formalized and proved in the context of
Hamilton’s result by Benveniste [1, Lemma 4.3] in 2000. Namely, [1, Lemma 4.3]
shows that if the nonlinear problem under consideration is the conjugacy problem,
then existence of a tame splitting of M0T0 D 0 implies existence of a tame splitting
of M).H/TH D 0 for H in some small neighborhood of the identity. Benveniste
applied this fact along with the Hamilton’s result to prove local rigidity for isomet-
ric actions by lattices in simple Lie groups. More recently similar approach was
used by Fisher [12] to prove local rigidity for isometric actions of discrete groups
with property (T). Lemma 4.3 in [1], combined with Lemmas 4.6, 4.4 and 4.7,
imply that Hamilton’s theorem can be applied in the set-up of Theorem 1 to give a
C1 conjugacy. However, Hamilton’s result does not give explicitly the topology
in which the perturbation has to be small nor how it depends on the unperturbed
action and it does not apply to the finitely differentiable situation.

9. Existence of genuinely partially hyperbolic actions

To prove the statement of Theorem 3 we first give a proof that there are no ir-
reducible automorphisms in odd dimensions with nontrivial neutral direction. This
is proved in [33], but the proof we give here is considerably simpler. Then we
eliminate the possibility of having genuinely partially hyperbolic actions on "2

and "4. This leaves open the question of existence of examples on "N for N ! 6.
We then give an outline of an explicit construction of an irreducible example of a
genuinely partially hyperbolic action on "6 with two-dimensional neutral direction.
This construction can be used further as a model for constructing examples with
various properties (with neutral direction of any even dimension, for example).
Finally, we show that there exist irreducible examples of genuinely partially hyper-
bolic actions in any even dimension N ! 6. By combining these results we obtain
reducible examples in any odd dimension N ! 9.

9.1. There are no irreducible examples of genuinely partially hyperbolic ac-
tions on "N for N odd. As mentioned in the introduction to this section, there
are no irreducible genuinely partially hyperbolic toral automorphisms in any odd
dimension, thus there are no such actions in any odd dimension either. This was
proved in [33]. This fact also follows from a simple number theoretic argument.
Namely, if we let p.x/ be the irreducible characteristic polynomial of an integer
matrix A of degree N , let  be root of p of absolute value 1, and let ' defD  C "1,
then for the corresponding number fields LD &. / and K D &.'/ we have

jL WKjjK W &j DN:

On the other hand K is real since ' D  C "1 D  C 2 # so jL W Kj ! 2.
But we also have that  2 ' ' C 1D 0; therefore jL WKj $ 2. This implies that
jL WKj D 2; thus N has to be even.
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9.2. There are no irreducible examples of genuinely partially hyperbolic ac-
tions on "N for N D 2 or N D 4.

Case N D 2. An integer 2" 2 matrix which induces an ergodic toral auto-
morphism must have a nontrivial expanding and a nontrivial contraction direction.
Since it is of dimension 2, there are no other directions, in particular, it cannot
have any eigenvalues on the unit circle. We note that it is, of course, possible to
have one hyperbolic integer matrix of determinant one in dimension 2, but no two
commuting ones (that are not powers of each other) exist due to the Dirichlet Units
Theorem [19].

Case N D 4. In dimension 4 it is possible to have one matrix with desired
properties, namely a matrix that is integer and has two complex conjugate eigen-
values of absolute value one, and two real eigenvalues % and %"1. To produce such
matrix it is enough to choose a quadratic irreducible polynomial p.x/ with two real
eigenvalues one bigger than 2 and the other less than 2 in absolute value. Then the
substitution x2p.xC 1

x / gives a fourth degree polynomial which is a characteristic
polynomial of a matrix with desired properties. However, it is not possible to
have two commuting matrices with the properties above and with common neutral
subspace (this last one is a necessary requirement for otherwise the action generated
by the two matrices would be hyperbolic). Indeed, if B commutes with A and has
real eigenvalues & and &"1, then, because of irreducibility requirement, both %
and & are irrational, thus we can choose an integer vector .l; k/ in !2 such that
%l&k is close to 1. But then the same holds true for the remaining real eigenvalues.
Moreover, rotations in the neutral direction are assumed irrational; therefore, by
choosing k and l large enough, they can be made close to one, also. This implies
that some power of matrix AlBk is integer matrix close to identity. This is not
possible unless the matrix is identity itself, in which case the action has a nontrivial
nonergodic element, thus would not be a higher rank action.

9.3. Construction of an irreducible partially hyperbolic action with two-dimen-
sional neutral direction in dimension 6. The following example of irreducible gen-
uinely partially hyperbolic !2 action on the torus "6 was produced by S. Katok
with the use of PARI program. For the background on use of algebraic number
theory for producing examples of higher rank actions by toral automorphisms we
refer to [19].

Starting with an irreducible cubic polynomial x3 ' 2x2 ' 8x C 1 with two
real roots of absolute value larger than 2 and one less than 2 in absolute value, by
substituting x ! xC 1

x we obtain an irreducible recurrent polynomial

f .x/D x6 ' 2x5 ' 5x4 ' 3x3 ' 5x2 ' 2xC 1;

which has four real roots and a pair of complex conjugate roots. The complex
conjugate roots have to be of absolute value 1.
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Let K D &.%/ be the number field corresponding to f .x/. The fundamental
units are %1 D %;%2 D %5 '3%4 '2%3 '%2 '4%C1;%3 D %4 '2%3 '6%2 '%C1,
%4 D 2%5 '6%4 '3%3 '6%2 '6%. It turns out that %4 produces a matrix with same
neutral subspace as A.

With respect to the basis f1;%;%2;%3;%4;%5g in !Œ%- multiplications by %1

and %4 are given by the matrices

AD

0

BBBBBBB@

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

'1 2 5 3 5 2

1

CCCCCCCA

;

B D

0

BBBBBBB@

0 '6 '6 '3 '6 2

'2 4 4 0 7 '2
2 '6 '6 '2 '10 3

'3 8 9 3 13 '4
4 '11 '12 '3 '17 5

'5 14 14 3 22 '7

1

CCCCCCCA

:

Since B D 2A5 '6A4 '3A3 '6A2 '6A, AB DBA, and since the minimal polyno-
mial of the matrix B is recurrent, x6 C23x5 C16x4 '60x3 C16x2 C23xC1 and
also has four real roots, the two complex conjugate roots are of absolute value 1.

9.4. Existence of irreducible examples of genuinely partially hyperbolic ac-
tions in any even dimension greater than 6. In this section we use the Dirichlet
units theorem to prove the main part of Theorem 3 stated in Section 1.3, that
is, to produce examples of !2 genuinely partially hyperbolic actions in any even
dimension N ! 6.

Let q.x/ be an irreducible integer polynomial of degree n with all real roots.
Let r.x/ D q.x C 1

x /x
n be the recurrent polynomial of degree 2n given by q.

Let L D &. / and K D &.'/ be the number fields corresponding to q and r
respectively with  C "1 D ' . Let *i be embeddings of K into %. Since all roots
of r come in pairs, let *i . /*nCi . /D 1 for all i D 1; : : : ; n. Let ˛ D p. / 2 L
with deg.p/$ 2n be any other element in L. Then *i .p. 

"1//D p.*i . 
"1//D

p..*i . //
"1/D p.*nCi . //D *nCi .p. //. This implies that p. / and p. "1/

have same norms N.p. //DN.p. "1/D *i . / % % % *2n. /. Therefore, p. / is
a unit if and only if p. "1/ is.

Let UL and UK be groups of units of L and K, respectively. Define a homo-
morphism f WUL ! UK by

f .p. //
defD p. /p. "1/:
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We first show that f .UL/ is indeed in UK . Since for any integer polynomial p.x/,
we have p.x/p.x"1/D P.xC x"1/ where P is a rational polynomial, it follows
that f .p. // D P.'/ thus f .UL/ # K. Also p. / being a unit implies that
p. "1/ is also a unit and thus P.'/ is a unit in UL. Since  2 ' ' C 1D 0 we
have jL W Kj $ 2. With jL W L\ #j D 2 and the fact that K is real, this implies
K DL\#. Therefore, a real unit in UL must lie in UK . This proves that the image
of f is in UK . It is then easy to check that f is a group homeomorphism.

In order to obtain matrices that commute with matrix A whose characteristic
polynomial is r.x/ it is enough to show that the kernel of f contains at least two
independent units. We show that the kernel contains s independent units where
s is the number of roots of q.x/ of absolute value bigger than 2 (which implies
2s real roots for r.x/). The rest t D n ' s roots of q.x/ are of absolute value
less than 2 and they induce t pairs of complex conjugate roots of r.x/ of absolute
value 1. By Dirichlet units theorem the structure of groups UL and UK is known.
Namely, every unit in UL can be expressed as "uj1

1 u
j2

2 % % %ujsCn!1

sCn"1 , where ui are
independent units. The images f .ui / of fundamental units of UL are units in UK .
By Dirichlet units theorem UK can have at most n'1 independent units. Therefore,
in the set S D ff .ui /ji D 1; : : : ; nC s'1g there can be at most n'1 independent
units, without loss of generality assume those are f .ui /; i D 1; : : : ; n' 1. This
implies that there are at least s relations of the kind:

1D f .u1/
j1;kf .u2/

j2;k % % % f .un"1/
jn!1;kf .uk/

jk ;

where k D n; : : : ; nC s. Since f is a homomorphism, this implies that there are s
units in the kernel of f :

vk D u
j1;k

1 u
j2;k

2 % % %ujn!1;k

n"1 u
jk

k

for k D n; : : : ; nC s. Moreover, all vk are independent since ui are.
This implies that if s! 2 then there exists a unit vDp. / such that B Dp.A/

commutes with A, A and B are multiplicatively independent, and B has the same
neutral eigenspace asA. Namely, since v is in the kernel of f we have *i .f .v//D1

for all i , i.e., 1D *i .p. //*i .p. 
"1//p.*i . //p.*i . 

"1//D p. i /p. 
"1
i /.

In particular, if  i is a root of r of absolute value 1, then  "1
i D i ; therefore

1D p. i /p. i /D p. i /p. i /D jp. i /j. Thus B has neutral eigenvalues in the
same direction as A and the action generated by A and B is genuinely partially
hyperbolic.

9.5. Existence of reducible examples of genuinely partially hyperbolic actions
in any odd dimension greater than 9. Reducible examples of !2 actions on torus
"N viewed as "n1 " "n2 (N D n1 C n2) are obtained from generator gi of !2

acting by Ai;j on "nj , where i; j 2 f1; 2g and Ai;j are matrices in GL.nj ;!/. If
such an action is genuinely partially hyperbolic then one of the reduced actions (on
tori of dimension n1 or n2) would have to be genuinely partially hyperbolic. This,
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along with the preceding discussion on dimensions less than 5 implies that there
are no reducible examples on the torus of dimension N D 7.

In any odd dimension N ! 9, as proven in Section 9.1, there are no irreducible
examples. However reducible examples exist as products of purely hyperbolic
actions (which exist already in dimension 3) and the irreducible examples previ-
ously produced in Section 9.4. For example, on the nine-dimensional torus, in the
construction above take n1 D 3, n2 D 6, let A1;2 and A2;2 be commuting matrices
from the Section 9.3 and for A1;1 and A2;1 choose any two 3 " 3 commuting
hyperbolic integer matrices which generate an irreducible !2 action (for various
examples see [19]).
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